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Some De Burgo Castles

In Eastern Hy Fiachrach Aidhne.

By Monsignor J. FAHEY, D.D.

The subject of my paper refers to a district which comprises
a considerable portion of Hy Fiachrach Aidhne. Prince Fiachrach

son of Awley, King of Connaught, and father of Dathy the last

and perhaps the most famous of our Pagan provincial Kings gave
his name to this district, as well as to another in the north of

Mayo known as Fiachrach of the Moy. The chieftains of this

district traced their descent with pardonable pride from Dathy
and Fiachrach through Guaire the hospitable King of Connaught,
who holds in our songs and legends a position similar to that

which the good King Arthur of Avallon held in the south west of

Britain. For a considerable time the O'Clerys held the distin-

guished rank of Chiefs of Southern Hy Fiachrach. But early in

the eleventh century we find that they were superseded in the

office by the O'Heynes, another prominent branch of the same sept.

Maelruana O'Heyne, Lord of Hy Fiachrach Aidhne, was slain

at the battle of Clontarf, A.D. 1014, where he commanded an

A
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important wing of the Irish Army. He was father-in-law of the

Monarch Brian, who made Mor, O'Heyne's daughter, his first

wife. Soon after we find the O'Heynes occasionally referred to as

Kings of the territory. We find such a reference in the Annals of

Lough Ce, under date A.D. 1121. And MUD in 1253 they reoord

the death of Eoghan O'Heyne King of Hy Fiachrach Aidlme.

This Chieftain is referred to by O'Donovan as " one of the

most conspicuous chieftains that ever ruled that territory." We
find him in the opening of the thirteenth centuiy amongst tin

principal allies of Roderick O'Connor, and inflicting a serious

reverse on Hugh O'Connor and his English allies at Ardralian, in

A.D. 1225. Ardralian was then a town, and O'Heyne had his chief

residence there. Their place of inauguration was at the " Red-

beech
"

or Rooveagh near Dunkellin. This historic beech which

cast the shadow of its ancient arms over their inauguration stone,

was strongly fortified. O'Donovan considered tnat the fortifica-

tion consisted of a strong circular stone fort, cyclopean in its

character, which was built around the tree. But there is no reason

to assume that the O'Heynes ever resided there. We have no

exact authority for fixing the date of the erection of the O'Heynes'
Castle at Ardrahan. But we may assume that it was erected soon

after the battle of Ardrahan just referred to. It is recorded by
our Annalists that the Castle of Ardrahan was seized by Mac-

William Burke Earl of Ulster, A.D. 1264. Since the death of

Eoghan O'Heyne in A.D. 1253, the chieftaincy of Hy Fiachrach

had fallen into weaker hands. The prowess of Walter de Burgo
was acknowledged throughout Ireland. He had ravaged the

greater part of the kingdom ; and like his father the Red Earl, he

acknowledged to be the most powerful subject In Ireland. It

was therefore not a matter of much surprise that he should have

captured the Castle, and retained it, as we are assured, in liis own

hands; and with it we find that he appropriated the most fertile

portions of the tribe-lands of Aidhne, which extend to Hy Maine

on the one side, and on the other along the Echtge mountains, to

the vicinity of Gort-insi-Guaire. As the expulsion of the O'Clerys
from the territory synchronises with this event, and as it ifl re-

corded that they Were driven out by the Hurkes, there can D8 no

doubt that their expulsion may be attributed to Walter De Burgo
Earl of Ulster.

It is strange that we can find no monuments of this int.

ing family in our district, where for so long a period they held

a position of prominence as territorial chiefs. And this appears
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all the more remarkable in view of the historical eminence to

which they attained in other territories after their expulsion. In

the Prince of Tir-Connell, John O'Clery surnamed the "
Comely,"

they found a generous and powerful patron. The ruins of Kilbarron

Castle which look out from the sea cliffs of Donegal on the great

Atlantic, reminds us still of the prominence to which they attained

under the generous princes of Tirconnell. But in the Annals of

our country, the fruit of their learning and their labours, we find

a monument more enduring than brass—more honourable than

the proudest trophies of the conqueror.
The O'Clery territory thus appropriated was at once divided

between two of the Earl's youngest sons, Hubert and Redmond,
whose descendants were known as the MacHubert and MacRed-
mond Burkes. The Kiltartan and Kilbecanty districts were given
to Redmond and are referred to in the old indentures of "Com-

position" as "Oireaght Redmond;" and the rich lands which

extend from Ardrahan to Hy Maine were appropriated by Hubert.

The Castle of Isser Kelly erected near the old Church of Isser

Kelly, was the chief residence of the Mac Huberts. On the south-

east and east towards the Hy Maine district there are also two

other castles which must have belonged to them.

This castle of the Mac Huberts is one of the best preserved
in the county. It may be also said to be one of the most imposing.
It is situated near the old Church of St. Callach at Isser Kelly,

where the holy son of Eoghan Beul may have had a cell amongst
his kinsmen for a time. But though the incident referred to may
not have suggested the selection of this particular site, it is note-

worthy that the de Burgos frequently selected as sites for their

castles, places otherwise remarkable in the history of the country.

Accordingly we find Redmond Burke building one of his castles

near Kilbecanty, at Ballyconnell, the field on which King Guaire

suffered his memorable defeat at the hands of the King of Munster.

And when historical interest may be wT

anting we usually find that

the sites selected had much of the picturesque to recommend them.

This I think applies in a special manner to the sites selected for

the Mac Redmond castles at Ballyturrin and Ballinamantane; and

Hubert de Burgo could hardly have selected a finer site than that

on which his castle stands at the foot of the Echtge hills. Its

beautiful Tudor windows and its general ornate style of masonry
would seem to indicate that the present imposing structure is

much more modern than the Mac Redmond Castles, and the

existing remains at Kiltartan and Kilbecanty. It may probably
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have been erected on the site of the original castle built bj 1 Iul>ert

de Burgo in the fourteenth century. An inscription and date,

still legible on one of the beautiful mantelpieces of the castle,

would seem to give some support to this opinion. The following

inscription and date are in raised letters and perfectly legible:

"Titulus triumphalis defendat nos periculo animae

et corporis
—1603."

The Castle of Ballinamantane is still imposing. It stands

ah. .in two miles north of Gort, on a bold eminence past which the

Gort river rushes rapidly, as if eager to enter on its underground
course to the ocean, through the adjoining deep and gloomy cave.

On the west and north it had a strong inclosure flanked by towers.

That on the western angle is almost completely shattered. But
the vast masses of masonry with which the place is piled, still

proclaim the strength of the building, and the massive character

of the masonry. The large gateway fronted the castle on the

north-west, and was flanked on either side by circular towers,
which though dismantled are still fairly preserved. It may lie

noted here that we have no trace of a similar enclosure in connec-

tion with any other of the castles referred to. Though the castle

k much ruined, enough remains to indicate its massive strength.

The masonry is of enormous thickness, having narrow passages

connecting several chambers, and quite independently of the

principal stairway. And those massive walls seem to derive their

strength chiefly from the character of the concrete of which it is

constructed. The windows were neither large nor numerous, and

the structure seems to have been erected more for defensive pur-

poses, than for domestic comfort. But it has all those features in

common with the ruined castles at Ballyconnell and Ardrahan;

and these facts may perhaps justify the opinion that the Earl of

Ulster rebuilt O'Heyne's castle at Ardrahan, at the Bame time

that his sons were engaged in erecting their strongholds in Kilt at-

tan district. It ifl certain that the existing remains speak of a

structure much larger than any of the O'Heynes' castles which

remain. Walter de Burgo was not the man to forgo without

adequate cause a fortress so conveniently situated as Ardrahan

for the purposes of defending his newly acquired territory. Ih

held besides Ardrahan the Castles of Gal way and Lough M
and we are expressly told by the annalists that betook the Castle

of Ardrahan "into his own hands."' But it should he noted that

the existing remains at Ardrahan do not give a casual observer an

adequate idea of the extent of the original structure. The existing
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remains consist of two sides of a massive square structure forming
a right angle at their junction. The projection of the western

wall southward, heyond this angle, and other indications, show
that the existing south wall was but an inner wall in the original

castle. The utter destruction of the rest of the castle, the absence

of door and windows, add to the difficulties of fixing the exact

outline and particular features of this ancient and historic monu-
ment. We have searched O'Donovan's letters for some additional

help to solve the puzzle, but without success. He contents him-

self wTith some interesting reference to the mound on which the

castle stands. He tells us that the fort or mound within which

the castle stands was made of earth. The ditch in the east and

partly on the south, is still visible. The inner mound is seen in

the south and south-west sides. The only part remaining of the

mound in the outside of the ditch, is that which incloses it in the

east. It is perhaps to be regretted that nothing has been hitherto

done to verify or refute those statements by actual excavation.

Hitherto the structure has attracted but comparatively little at-

tention : and it is much to be regretted that the existing masonry
has been so far weakened towards its foundation, as to leave it

exposed to the danger of complete ruin in the near future.

As to the subsequent owners of Ardrahan Castle, our Annals

say but little. Our Inquisitions however show that it remained

even to the seventeenth century in the hands of the de Burgos.
An Inquisition taken at Athenry before John Crofton on the

first of October, 1584, found that Kichard second Earl of Clan

ricarde was seized in fee of the Castle of Ardrahan and three and

a half quarters of land there.

An Inquisition at Galway in 1608 before Geoffrey Osbaldstone,

found the son of Richard and third Earl of Clanricarde seized of

the Castle of Ardrahan with one quarter of land.

The Mac Hubert Burkes of Isser Kelly retained a position of

prominence for several centuries. They seem to have cultivated

successfully relations of friendship with the other territorial lords

of the district. We find Redmond Mac Hubert Burke fighting at

the battle of Killiagham in the barony of Athlone and made pris-

oner there in A.D. 1407. It was a battle at which the Annalists

tell us "
many horses and coats of mail

"
were abandoned by the

defeated troops. Though it does not appear from our records

that the Mac Huberts took a prominent part in the eventful

movements of the sixteenth century, yet we have evidence to

show they still occupied a position of prominence. Consequently
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we find that when the O'Donnell had organised and effected his

punitive incursions into the Clanricarde territories at the close of

that century, the Mac Hubert Burkes of Isser Kelly, like their kins-

men of Renvyle and Derry O'Donnell, were special objects of the

hostility of the invading army. The Annalists give us a graphic
narrative of the destructive raid on Clanricarde, that was effected

so successfully by the northern prince in A.D. 1598. He "inarched

silently and quietly" through the territory, and arrived unnoticed

and unobserved at the gate of Kilcolgan by the break of day.

Having escaped the vigilance of the inhabitants who we are told

dreaded his coming, he at once " send out marauding parties in

every direction around him, through the level part of Clanricarde."

One party went through the Kinvara districts "
committing lam-

entable deeds" while another proceeded to the borders of Oireacht

Redmond. And here Mac Hubert Burke of Disert Ceallaigh was
taken prisoner by O'Donnell's brother, Manus. From the Inqui-
sitions of the Rolls office, we find that W. Mac Hubert Burke was
owner of three cartrons at Castleboy in 1617.

We find in O'Heyne, that Rev. William de Burgo a member
of this distinguished family, proved himself an equally disting-

uished member of the Dominican Order. After completing his

studies in Spain he laboured in the Dominican Convent of Athenry
till 1650, when he was exiled to France, where he died. From an

Inquisition held at Loughrea before Carew in 1617, we find that

the Mac Redmond Burkes were still owners of their Castles at

Castletown, Ballyconnell, and Ballyturrin. At that particular

period we also find Edmond Oge Mac Edmond Burke was then

owner of Ballyconnell Castle, and three cartrons of land. We find

by the same Inquisition that Sir William Burke was owner in fee

of Ballyturrin Castle and lands. It also appears that Ullick Oge
Burke and Thomas Leigh Mac Henry Burke, were also extensive

land owners in that district at the same period. And as regards

Castletown, we find by the same Inquisition, that Hubert Boy
Mac Edmond Burke was seized of fee of Castletown manor and

lands.

These are the latest entries that I have been able to find

regarding the owners and occupiers of the castles erected in II \

]•'iachrach Aidhne, by any of the direct descendants of Walter de

Burgo Earl of Ulster.

I have abstained from making any reference to the several

other castles in the neighbouring districts which were erected by
other branches of the same distinguished and historic family.
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But the history and features of those castles also, may form at

some future time the subject-matter of another paper.
A few other interesting castles there are in the Mac Hubert

territory, to which I have not yet referred; only because I am
unable to show by direct evidence, that they belonged to the Mac
Hubert family. There is however evidence to show that they
were de Burgo castles

;
and as they were erected in the Mac Hubert

territory, it is natural, if not quite logical to assume, that they

belonged to the proprietors of that territory. I refer to the castles

of Tullyra and Rahealy.
The Castle of Rahealy is situated in the parish of Kilthomas

about a mile east of Tullyra. It is a fine structure. Its features

are those common to most of our sixteenth-century castles, with

the exception of minor details. Its spiral staircase is of black

limestone, as capable of a rich polish as marble of the same colour.

A narrow loop "window which lights this stairs on the second

story in the eastern angle, is surmounted by a well sculptured

cherub. The work is that of an artist. On the opposite angle

there is a similar figure, though of much less artistic character.

Attached to the Castle is a large ruined residence more in har-

mony with modern requirements, and certainly of a much later

date, than the castle with which it is connected. The arched gate-

way of the courtyard still remains; and has clearly inscribed on

its keystone the figures 1737. There can be but little room for

doubting it was still occupied when those figures, which probably

indicate the date, were inscribed. It was certainly a de Burgo

castle, as we find in one of the Loughrea Inquisitions that at the

close of the sixteenth century it was the property of Richard Mac
William Burke. In the opening of the next century, A.D. 1617,

it was with one hundred and twenty acres the property of a

certain Richard Burke. But most likely these gentlemen were

kinsmen of the Mac Hubert family of Isser Kelly.

The situation of Tullyra Castle, its features and beautiful

surroundings, are fortunately so well known, as to relieve me of

the necessity of describing them. It was a happy thought to

connect the old Castle with the beautiful new Mansion. And this

connection has been so effectively carried out, that the old struc-

ture forms an effective feature in the imposing outline of the

whole attractive pile. I have been unable to find the date of its

erection
;
but we find reference to it as early as the middle of the

sixteenth century. It probably dates from the fifteenth cen-

tury. And its proximity to Ardrahan Castle, and its erection
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within the Mac Hubert territory, leave no room for reason

able doubt, that it is a Mac Hubert Castle; and that it has

come to its present distinguished owner, who is maternally a de

Bnigo, by direct transmission through a period of five hundred

years. Ulick third Earl of Clanricarde was married to a Burke of

Tullyra Castle, about the middle of the sixteenth century. It was
then a de Burgo Castle. But from the " State of Ireland in 1598"
we find that Tullyra Castle was at that time in the possession of

the Martyn family. There can be little doubt that the castle and
estates passed into their possession by intermarriage with the

preceding owners, though I cannot fix the particular date. Neither

the sculptured shield with the armorial bearings of the Martyn
family, placed over the entrance, nor any extant inscription on

the Castle, throws any light on the event.

The cross and star which stand out prominently on this shield

are said to have been granted by Richard the Third to Oliver

Martyn, who accompanied his Majesty to the Holy Wars, and

distinguished himself there by his valour. The family ranked

amongst the most distinguished of the Galway tribal families.

Oliver Martyn who was unanimously elected Mayor of Galway in

1642 was owner of Tullyra. He also resided for a time in the fine

Castle of Dunguaire. He was a distinguished man. and was

sometimes referred to as a "rank papist." Mr. Hanliman seems

to think that he may be regarded as the founder of the Martyn

family at Tullyra.

As in the districts of Hy Fiachrach Aniline to which I have

referred, so in every part of Galway. and in several parts of Ireland.

we are face to face with memorials of the history and power of the

de Burgo family. Unlike other families that have risen to emin-

ence to retain it for a period and disappear, they retained for

centuries the conspicuous positions which they seemed at the

beginning. And so for many centuries the public acts of the

de Burgos constitute a large portion of the entries of our Annals.

In church and state they were conspicuous. They did not hesitate

at times to wreck our religious houses. But the monasteries

which they founded and endowed often surpassed in beauty of

design and in the extent of their endowments, those that they had

destroyed. And though they seized and appropriated the estates

of many of the old native chiefs, yet did they secure and hold in

popular esteem, a place as enviable as did the native chiefs—
adopting native customs, and with them the language of the

country.
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William Fitz Adelm de Burgo, the founder of this remarkable

family in Ireland, was himself a very remarkable man. His

ancestor Serlo de Burgo had married Arlotta mother of William the

Conqueror. William de Burgo born of this marriage married the

daughter of Louis the Seventh of France ; Adelm was a son by this

marriage. The remains of the beautiful castle which he erected at

Knaresboro' in Yorkshire, may still be seen on its giddy eminence

overlooking the picturesque valley of the Ouse, as a monument of

the power and magnificence of the founder.

William Fitz Adelm de Burgo was his son and representative.
His marriage with the sister of Henry the Second of England
enables us to understand his influence in the English Court. It

also casts a,n interesting light on his subsequent career in Ireland.

The conquest of Ireland as it is called, by Henry, was not a

military conquest. It was more the result of astute diplomacy.
But this diplomatic astuteness may be regarded as one of the most

prominent features in the character of William Fitz Adelm.

Having lost his first wife, he soon found solace for his affliction in

a marriage with the daughter of Donald O'Brien, King of Munster.

On this occasion he received extensive grants of territory ; and

erected at Castleconnell on the Shannon, one of the most pictur-

esque spots in Munster, a fortress more beautiful—perhaps
—than

that of his father at Knaresboro' on the Ouse. He was soon

appointed Viceroy of Ireland—more a position of honour than of

official duty then. He also received a royal grant of the Province

of Connaught, though the grant was made in direct violation of

Henry's treaty with the " Last Monarch of Ireland," known as

the Treaty of Windsor. But subsequent events in Connaught
showed this grant to be as visionary and valueless, as it was

unjust.

William de Burgo was succeeded by his son Richard, who
married the grand-daughter of Cathal O'Connor—the "red-

handed" King of Connaught. In 1215 Richard received from

Henry the Third a grant of the Western Province, similar to that

made by Henry the Second to William Fitz Adelm. In 1225 the

Earl Marshal of Ireland received his Majesty's instructions to have

de Burgo placed in immediate possession of the Province. But

the Earl Marshal wisely regarding the time as inopportune, took

no steps to have his Majesty's instructions put into effect. In

1227 de Burgo was appointed Governor of Ireland, and in this

position he was able to accomplish some portion of his ambitious

schemes. He took possession, of the territory of Moy Soela, and
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drove the original owners, the O'Flaherties and O'Hallorans,

beyond the Corrib, into the mountain wilds of Connemara,

Richard de Burgo died in A.D. 1245. He was succeeded by his

son Walter who married the daughter and heiress of Hugh de Lacy
Earl of Ulster. By acquiring the Earldom of Ulster he became

the most powerful subject under the English Crown ; and we have

seen how successfully he carried out in Hy Fiachrach Aidhne the

same policy which was carried out by his distinguished father in

the O'Flaherty Territory of Moy Soela.

Such were the ancestors of the de Burgo family, of whom Sir

John Davies wrote many centuries ago
—" There are more able

men of the surname of Burke than of any other name whatsoever

in Europe."
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The "Claddagh" Ring.

By W. DILLON*

Eings the device of which consists of two hands clasped in

sign of friendship are common. And the same may be said of

rings with a heart for the device. The emblematic character is

pretty obvious in either case. The ring worn locally by the peas-

antry as a wedding-ring, and commonly known as the "
Claddagh

"

ring, has a more elaborate device, with much more character and

originality. It consists, as we are all probably aware, of two

hands holding between them or presenting a heart : and over the

heart is a crown.

Occasionally one finds a heart ring which seems to approach
the design of the "

Claddagh
"

ring : here for instance f we have

a ring of base metal which Miss Eedington picked up in Nor-

mandy, with a crowned heart; while the floriated ends of the

hoop may possibly be, but are not necessarily, some sort of rem-

iniscence of the hands of our design.

The charm of our local design in its completeness is now

generally recognised ;
and the ring has become a fashionable one,

though indeed not exactly as a wedding-ring. It was the only

ring ever made in Ireland for Queen Victoria ; and His Majesty

King Edward VII. wore one of these when passing through this

portion of his dominions. It is however only of late years that

the charm of the design has struck outsiders. And it is as the

wedding-ring used by the local peasantry for many generations

that it is of interest to us here.

The limits of the district over which the ring is thus worn

are, roughly, from the Aran Isles on the west, and all through
Connemara and Joyce's Country, to Galway, and then eastward

and southward for not more than 12 miles at the most. The

whole district, it may be remarked, is one that is served by Galway

* Part of this paper was contributed by the Editor, part by Mr. Dillon.

It will be seen that the subject requires further investigation : and this must

only be considered as a preliminary treatment of it.

f Exhibited, but not shown in photograph.
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as the trade centre. The desire of the very poorest to have the

orthodox ring is very noticeable. Compare this district with the

Athlone district, for instance : there the poor are satisfied with

a ring at 5/-; here they are willing to stint themselves in other

directions in order to pay four times that amount.

While it is worn, as we have said, over a much wider district,

there is nevertheless some justification for its being designated
the "

Claddagh
"

ring. The objection to the title would be that

the Claddagh people being, as is well known, in many respects a

separate community, with customs of their own, it might be in-

ferred from the name that the use of this ring was among their

peculiar customs ;
which would of-course be a mistake. But num-

bers of these rings, so great that it is difficult to realise it, came
from the Claddagh in years gone by. I have been informed by
Mr. Kirwan that after the famine years '46 and '47 he had left on

his hands "
Claddagh

"
rings, on which he had advanced cash, in

his pawnbroking business, to the extent of £500, and which were

chiefly pawned by people of the Claddagh, who were then emigra-

ting in hundreds : Mr. Kirwan seeing no prospect of them being
ever redeemed, realised his money by selling them as old gold to

be broken up and consigned to the melting-pot. The "Claddagh"

ring was not at that time the fashionable ring which it is now,
and there being no purchasers, these fine old rings, many of them

being the rare old G.R. rings now value for £5 each, were con-

signed to the melting-pot at the comparatively low price to be

obtained for old gold. The fact is that the Claddagh population
was at this time greatly reduced, hundreds going to the U.S.A.,

where to the present day there exists a colony of them, at Boston,

called Claddagh after their ancestral village.

I may remark, by the way, that the country people often

find the rings useful to raise money on; being all of good gold

they make a safe pledge : and I have myself seen, some 20 years

ago, 12 large wire rings at the pawnbroker's, one for each month
of the year, and a quantity of "

Claddagh
"

rings on each one of

them.

When we endeavour to trace the history of the ring, we find

that we cannot as yet get very far back. The earliest rings that we
meet with are those of George Robinson, a goldsmith who probably
came from England, and who flourished in Galway early in the

latter half of the 18th century. He registered his name in the

Goldsmiths' Hall, Dublin, in 1784, in accordance with the Act

passed in that year requiring such registration. We have here one
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of his rings.* They are all stamped inside the shank G.R. We
sometimes find other initials, engraved, not stamped : these would

be the initials of the owner. After George Robinson came Andrew

Robinson, who was at work 100 years ago. He used to make

rings of guinea gold, actually of guineas. T. J. Connolly who was
a bookseller in the town a few years ego told me how when
Robinson wanted to make rings he (Connolly) would go out, as a

lad, to get him guineas for them.

It is very desirable that much earlier "(hiddagh" rings of

undoubted authenticity should be discovered, but though we
cannot find any such it is quite certain that Robinson did not

invent or introduce the design, but found it here already in use.

It would be impossible to believe that the country people, so

tenacious as they are of old customs and traditions, should have

universally adopted a new fashion in the 18th century, a fashion

introduced into Galway by an English goldsmith. Nevertheless,

the fact remains that of the hundreds worn throughout the

district, there do not appear to be any of older date than the time

of Robinson. Is it not reasonable to suppose that the older rings

were made of base metal, perhaps, and were discarded in the 1 St h

century and destroyed when it became a fashion, perhaps a sign

of respectability, to wear gold ones only ?

But we have here, lent among other exhibits by Mr. R. Day,
F.S.A., a well-known antiquary in Cork, an interesting silver ring

bought in Galway in 1873. t The shank is ornamented with

chasing ; as to the rest, the device is the same in detail as that of

all the "
Claddagh

"
rings but for the absence of the crown. But

it is distinct enough in character for one thing to be pretty clear,

namely, that it was not copied from a ring of Robinson's or a later

make. We suggest that this is an example of the ring that

Robinson found in common use on his advent to Galway. And

while it bears no stamp to give us maker's name or date, we may,
nevertheless, be fairly sure about it.

There is here J a bronze specimen that we cannot be so sure

about. It was found during excavations in the town, some 15

years ago. It is made from an old coin: some of the lettering of

the coin is still visible, though not enough to identify it by. It

seii i is to me to have been made from the; coin in the same way

• No 5 in the photograph.

f No. '2 in the photograph.
* No. 1 in the photograph.
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that sailors often make rings from silver coins, on a marline spike.

The design of the head was afterwards chased and punched. It

is not possible to date this ring. It conforms even more closely
in detail to the present-day type, than the silver one. And it is

possible that it is quite modern. Had the circumstances of its

discovery been recorded with more accuracy we might be in a

position to prove, what indeed we believe, that it is not modern
at all, but of much older date than the gold ones. We may note

a feature that this ring has in common with our usual one, the

peculiar form of the crown. It is a partly cleft crown of a more
or less mitre-like shape, with a spike arising from the cleft.

We have another gold ring," in which the design is done

throughout with a chasing punch. In that respect it is different

from any of the others. This is a posey ring : it contains the words
" Yours in Hart." Mr. Day bought this ring at a Dublin jewel-
ler's between thirty and forty years ago.

Now what was the origin of the "Claddagh" ring design?
This we cannot answer with certainty: but the fact that it is used

only in a district served by Galway as a trade centre leads one to

believe that it must have been introduced by voyagers to Galway
from Spain or other continental countries. Seeing that Galway
at one time, as is well known, carried on a large and prosperous
trade with Spain, it is not at all unlikely that it was originally in-

troduced from that country. The late Lieutenant Henn, R.N.,

told me that a Spanish jeweller at once recognised his "
Claddagh

"

ring as being somewhat similar to designs also used in Spain.
But we regret that we have not as yet obtained any further infor-

mation with respect to the Spanish variety.

There is a different variety of similar design which is some-

times called the Munster ring.f Mr. Day procured examples,

years ago, in Limerick and Tralee ; but he thinks there is reason

to suspect that they were made in Birmingham in imitation of the
"
Claddagh" rings, and that they have no title to be called after

the Province of Munster.

It would be interesting if from the use of the ring in Galway
and possibly in part of Munster an Irish, or a Celtic, origin

could be inferred. And there is a further point of, we think, great
interest : namely that the peasantry of Brittany have a ring with

a design that is*in principle exactly similar. WT
e here exhibit a

* No. 3 in the photograph,

f No. 6 in photograph.
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ring procured in Brittany over thirty years ago by Mrs. Mahon of

Ballydonelan { No doubt rings of the same type are there used
still. And we have heard that in Brittany, just as here in the

West of Ireland, these rings, used as wedding-rings, are highly

prized and are handed down as heirlooms, while a new ring is

procured for every fresh marriage, the ring inherited or used

earlier never doing duty again.

This use of a similar ring in Brittany seems to us, as we have

said, a point of great interest. For here is a race of people in so

many points similar to our Claddagh and Connemara people:

living on a seaboard, largely a seafaring people, conservative apd

simple-minded, Celtic moreover in race, and speaking a Celtic

language, though of a different kind from ours. And with so many
points in common between them, we find also this use of a similar

wedding-zing. But though this might seem to suggest a remote

antiquity for the design, it would indeed be absurd to main-

tain that it dates from a time when there was any connection

between Celtic peoples now so remote. And we must rather

conclude that it was chance that brought to both peoples the same

design (through intercourse with Spain, perhaps, but we do not

know) ;
and that it was a similar poetic temperament—for we

know that they do resemble each other in temperament—that led

both peoples to appreciate the charm and appropriateness of the

design, and to adopt it as their own.

I
No. 4 in the photograph.
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• j * *An Old Galway Silversmith

By ROBERT DAY, F.S.A.

Some thirty years ago I met with a silver chalice in Dublin having marks

upon it which were unpublished, and, so far as I was able to ascertain, un-

known. It bore an inscription, "Pray for ye good intintion of Mary Gabriel

Skerrett, who preserved ys Chalice and a vestiment for ye use of her Nephew,
Fr. Mark Skerrett, 1732." Knowing that the Skerrett family ranked among
the thirteen tribal clans of Galway, it was highly probable that the chalice

was of local manufacture, and the anchor, one of its impressed stamps, the

trade-mark adopted by the maker, whose initials were R.I. twice repeated ;

but so far, I had failed to ascertain his name. A few months after, when on
a visit to the Rev. Chas. Laurence, of Lisreahan, Laurencetown, Co. Galway,
this conviction was strengthened on finding among the family plate a silver

cruet frame with the same anchor marks
;
and now, again , through the courtesy

of the Rev. I. J. Ryan, President of St. Patrick's College, Thurles, I am en-

abled to describe a chalice which he most kindly brought for my inspection .

It is 9^ inches high, with a diameter at the foot of 4£ inches
;
the cup is

tulip-shaped, and is supported on an octagonal stem, with a corresponding plain
central reeded knop. The base is also composed of eight fan-shaped spaces,
oneof which has engraved upon it the Crucifixion with emblems of the Passion,
while encircling it is inscribed: "

Pray for Patk. Prendergas and his wife,

Mary Ann, who ordered ys to be made, 1725," and below, upon a circular

foot, an engraved floriated border of chevrons. It bears the closest possible
resemblance to the Skerrett chalice, and both have the octagonal form carried

out in stem, knop, and base, upon which is the crucified Redeemer, with
emblems of the Passion, and around the foot a leaf-pattern engraved border.

Both are clearly marked on cup and foot with the anchor and initials twice

repeated. To discover, if possible, who this R. I. was, I consulted Hardiman,
but could find no records of either a goldsmiths' guild, assay office, or any plate
mark register, except that the arms of the Corporation of Goldsmiths occur

upon a monumental stone in the Franciscan Friary, dated 1579, to Walter
and Margaret Davin. But, upon a closer search, I was rewarded by finding in

a footnote to p. 15 the desired information, contained in a most interesting
and eventful biographical notice of a member of the Joyce family, of which
Hardiman gives a historical account, and relates the following particulars :

B
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" Several individuals of this name have long felt grateful to the memory
of William III. from the following circumstance. On the accession of that

monarch to the throne of England, one of the first acts of his roign was to

m iid an ambassador to Algiers, to demand the immediate release of all the

British subjects detained there in slavery. The Dey and Council, intimidated,

reluctantly complied with this demand. Among those released was a young
man of the name of Joyes, a native of Galway, who, fourteen years before,

was captured on his passage to the West Indies by an Algerine corsair. On
his arrival at Algiers, he was purchased by a wealthy Turk, who followed the

profession of a goldsmith, and who observing his slave, Joyes, to be tractable

and ingenious, instructed him in his trade, in which he speedily became an

adept. The Moor, as soon as he heard of his release, offered him, in case he

should remain, his only daughter in marriage, and with her half his property;
but all these, with other tempting and advantageous proposals, Joyes reso-

lutely declined. On his return to Galway he married and followed the

business of a goldsmith with considerable success, and having acquired a

handsome independence, he was enabled to purchase the estate of Rahoon

(which lies about two miles west of the town), from Colonel Whaley, one of

Cromwell's old officers. Joyes having no son, bequeathed his property to his

three daughters, two of whom only were married, one to Andrew Roe French,
ancestor to the late Andrew French of Rahoon, to whom, in addition to their

own, the unmarried sister left her third ; the second daughter was married to

the ancestor of the late Martin Lynch, a banker, who in her right Inherited

the remainder of the estate. Some of Joyes' silver work, stamped with his

mark and the initial letters of his name, are still remaining."

During the past year Mr. Dudley Westropp saw a chalice with Mr. Smyth
of Wicklow Street, Dublin, which had been sent to him from Galway. It was

dated 1730, and had on the base R. I. with the anchor, and on the bowl the

initials M. F., as on the Lisreahan cruet frame. The association of R. I. and
M. F. on this chalice is highly interesting, and suggests that it was mado by
French, who used with his own stamp those of his relative, or perhaps his

predecessor Joyce. Many examples of Cork seventeenth century plate occur,

where the castles, ship, and makers' marks are used indiscriminately, as on

some the initials only occur, while on others the castles are found without the

ships, and vice versa. So in this doubly-marked Galway piece the stain |» of

Joyce were probably on the workmen's bench along with those of French, and

both were used, perhaps by accident, or, what is equally possible, Joyce had

either taken his grandson, when out of his apprenticeshp, into partnership or

bequeathed his old-established business to him.

From this it may be safely inferred that the initial letters are those of R.

Joyce, the Moorish captive, and the anchor, the emblem of hope, his trade-

mark, bearing out Hardiman's statement that "the silver stamped with his

mark and the initial letters of his name are still remaining."
In the National Milium, Kildare Street, Dublin, Mr. Longfield informs

me thcroare three chalices with Joyce's R. I. marks, and inscriptions ranging
from 1717 to 1721. The first has two marks on the- cup and one on the base,

with a star, which may have been a workman's mark, or one to guide tin

priest when administering the Sacrament. That for 1718 has the same initial

marks on both cup and base, and the 1721 chalice has the same R. I. marks

repeated twice on base and cup. The absence of the anchor from all these is
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curious, and can only be accounted for by the supposition that it was not

dopted by Joyce until after 1721, as it is only found upon silver of later date,

viz., 1725, 1730, and 1732.

In 1784 an act was passed by the Irish House of Commons compelling all

the provincial silversmiths in Ireland to register their names in Dublin, and

we are, by the kindness of Mr Dudley Westropp, enabled to give a list of those

who carried on their trade in Galway, the first name of which is that of Austen

French, with George Robinson, Martin Lain, and Laurence Coleman in 1784 ;

Francis Dowlingand Michael O'Meara in 1785
;
William Leatham, 1786; and

James Kelly >
1799. These probably used only the initials of their names in a

stamp, but they most certainly did not use the anchor, which was, I believe,

the family trade-mark of Joyce and French.

The examples of Galway plate so far recorded are :
—

1. The Skerrett Chalice and Paten. R. I. and Anchor. Collection of

C. J. Jackson, F.S.A.

2. The Prendergas Chalice. R. I. and Anchor. St. Patrick's College,

Thurles.

3. Galway Chalice, 1730. R. I., Anchor, M. F.

4. Lisreahan Cruet Frame. M. F., Anchor.

5. Chalice repaired by Messrs. Egan, Cork, in 1902. R. I., Anchor.

6. Chalice dated 1717. R. I. Kildare Street Museum.
7. Chalice dated 1718. R. I. Kildare Street Museum.
8. Chalice dated 1721. R. I. Kildare Street Museum.

There is yet another chalice in the Augustinian Church, Thomas Street,

Dublin, with a bold R. I. stamp, closely resembling that of Joyce, but the

dated inscription of 1648 is too early, unless it was antedated when made by
him.

* This paper appeared in the Journal of the Cork Historical and Archaeological

Society [2nd S., Vol. X.. p. 230-233] whence it is reprinted by permission because of its

special reference to Galway and in the hope that its appearance in our Journal will

result in the discovery of further information bearing upon the subject.—Ed.
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Notes on Some Exhibits.

A Bank Note of the Tuam or Ffrench's Bank,

This hank was first established in or about 1802 by Lord Ffrench and

William Kearv. It was located in Bishop Street, Tuam, in the house now St.

Jarlath's College. A branch was opened in Dublin : and there was a discount

office in Galway. In 1805 the Hon. Charles Ffrenoh became a partner, in

1806 Mr. Taaffe, in 1807 the Hon. Thomas Ffrench. In 1811 Lord Ffrench

retired from the Board, and another of his sons, the Hon. Martin Ffrench,

was brought in. The authorised note issue was £300,000. The Managing
Director in Tuam was Mr. Keary; Michael Morris, another Director, being

responsible for the Dublin branch. The Hon. Thomas Ffrench resided in

Galway and visited the branches. Our bank note is dated 25th June 1813.

On the 27th June 1814 the Bank suspended payment. A commission of bank-

ruptcy was issued 3rd August ;
and protracted litigation followed. It was

found during the investigation thai whereas each partner was supposed to

qualify by advance* on shares to the value of £5000, some of the junior partners

actually brought in nothing : while one had overdrawn his account by £15,000.

The total deficiency was under £200,000. On the other hand very large rams
were due to the Bank, including £180,000 as debts on hills. The debts due to

the Bank were however swallowed up in costs consequent upon the litigation

embarked on. And the realisation of the assets was not profitable.

The stoppage of payment spelt ruin for hundreds in Tuam and that dis-

trict; and many county families trace their decline to that event.

RlCHAKl) J. Kklly.

W?r*l' -S«»>
r/~

0>:k? J*<m: £•>.( >%n

D

Old Bank Note of the Tuam Bank.
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Seal of Dominick Browne.

The seal here shown is a very large gold thumb-ring, engraved
with the Browne arms, and the date 1591 and initials apparently

E.B. It is in the possession of Lord Oranmore, who has lent it

for illustration in this Journal. Our photograph, which does

not show the detail very well, illustrates lstly the ring itself

and 2ndly a seal impression. Lord Oranmore says
" We believe

Seal of Dominick Browne.

it to be the seal of Dominick Browne of Carrabrowne, Mayor of

Galway, who died in 1596. The date is quite clear, 1591, but it is

a little doubtful whether the first letter is D or E. In the latter

case it must have belonged to his son Edward." The Browne

arms are "
or, a two-headed eagle displayed sable." In this seal-

ring, however, the eagle has but one head.

Two Sealing-Wax Cases.

Mr. Eobert Day, F.S.A., of Cork, lent for exhibition at a

meeting of the Galway Archaeological and Historical Society
several of the rings of which mention is made in the paper on
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The Claddagh Ring, and in addition some other objects of

Connaught interest, two of which are here illustrated. These are

silver sealing-wax cases. Both ends are in each case engraved for

use as seals ; and our second illustration shows seal impressions.

si \ uno-Wax Cases.

The larger of the cases, which is of excellent design, is on the

top engraved with a monogram 0BMBSB1 : and the arms at lower

end (the illustration of which is rather indistinct) show Ormsby
arms with some quartering which might help to fix the date.

They are as follows :
—

Quarterly ;
1 (Ormsby), gules a bend between six crosses crosslct

2 and 3 (Kiitardilcy), azure semee of crosses crosslcts a lion rampant :

4 ( Werdan), sable three chessrooks argent, a chief or.

The smaller case is of embossed silver, worn smooth through
use in some places. It has a screw top. The length of this case

is 3^ inches. The two upper seals shown in the photograph
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are impressed from the two ends of this case. The lower end has

the Lynch arms, azure a chevron between three trefoils slipped or,

with helmet and mantling, and crest : the top has the same arms

without crest etc., and with the owner's initials N.L. for Nicholas

Lynch. This is believed to be the Nicholas Lynch who was an

alderman in Galway in 1673.

We could not decipher hall-marks on either of these cases.

Ed.

Impressions of Sealing-Wax Cases.
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Aran.

By T. DILLON LAWSONS

I.—PAGAN ARAN
This Society is one of the newest of the Irish County Societies,

and the thought is at once suggested to every one, Why is it so

recent ? For no locality in this Land of Surprises, where the old

order of things jostles the new, where the tiller of the soil is often

the rightful owner of an immemorial antiquity, where the class

most absolutely ignorant of their country's history
—save where it

comes in contact with England—is, as a rule, called the Educated

Class, and where, most strange of all, the rites of the Druidic and
of the Christian Faiths, actually survive together, in an Age of

which the spirit is, apathy on the one hand, and criticism on the

other—no locality in this land should earlier have called such

a society into being, or should have furnished more numerous

workers than this western land of legend and liss.

I think I shall at once put myself in sympathy with my
hearers by remarking that the more valuable contributions read

are frequently the least interesting; for their wealth of details.

collected with tedious trouble, and quite indispensable as the

ground work of either History or Romance, seems dry and bare to

the ordinary mind, which prefers to wander vaguely in the past,

to reconstruct the stirring scenes of centuries ago, and to people

again the grim grey walls of caher and cell and keep, with

the shadowy forms of long departed Celt, and Anchorite, and

Norman. And I would like to enlist the interest of a larger

number of our members in the storied localities of this county, so

remarkable and so numerous, rather than add to undigested details.

There lie three small islands on our shores more crowded

with Pagan and early Christian monuments than any similar area

in Great Britain or Ireland, and whose name comes down to us in

tradition from long before History began. Aran is their name,

and to most of us merely a name : yet, nearly 500 years before the

• The writer is indebted for much information on Aran to the papers of

the late Rev. Wm. Kilbride, for over 40 years Rector of tbe Islands and

an accomplished Irish scholar, and to his niece, Mrs. Steele, f<>r Ikt kin

in lending them.
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Norman Conquest began the present English nation, the schools

of Aran were known to the western world, and thither resorted to

finish academic careers distinguished men already eminent, such

as Kieran of Clonmacnois, Brendan of Clonfert, Columbcill of

Iona. Still stands the little church in which they worshipped,
called after St. Enda, hard by the village of Killeany.(l)

In the 6th century St. Fursa, whose visions it is said formed

the ground-work of Dante's Inferno, resided there. In Aran he

is quite forgotten, though at Peronne in France, whither he

wandered and died, he is venerated, and is still the patron saint. (2)

St. Finian who died Bishop of Lucca, in Italy, in 588, was a

disciple of St. Enda in Aran. And St. Columba's lament at leaving
Aran for Iona is well-known :

" It is far alas ! it is far alas ! I have

been sent from Ara West to visit the Albanachs."(3)

It is certain therefore that Aran became a centre of learning
and piety at an early date, and from that centre issued a train of

zealous Christian teachers, who carried forth a light into the dark

places of Scotland, Britain, and France, and shed a lustre on the

lonely islands at a time when the future City of the Tribes was
buried in obscurity, a mere fishing village on a cUvoaC.

The historical notices of such a small, remote, and isolated

district are, as may be imagined, fragmentary. The islands were

too poor and too unimportant to have exercised any commanding
influence from their power, or to have attracted unpleasant

notoriety from their wealth. Yet we may be sure that records

once existed, compiled by the monks, and that they suffered the

fate that befell all literature wherever the Norseman descended.

At the year A.D. 1020 we read in the Four Masters :

" The Danes

ravaged the seaboards of Ireland and burned with fire the religious

establishments of Clonard, Glendalough, Swords, and Aran."

And it is curious to trace in this raid the direct consequence of

the acts of the great Charlemagne 240 years before. For Halliday*

remarks, and quotes Montesquieu, that the religious zeal of

Charlemagne in spreading Christianity by fire and sword, among
the Pagans north of the Elbe, whom he drove in thousands into

Denmark, was the cause of the enduring hatred of the Danes to

(1) Killeany means Enda's Church.

(2) Margaret Stokes, Three Months in the Forests of France.

(3) Albanachs (Scotchmen) from Albin, the Gaelic name even yet for Scot-

land. At this early period the only Scotic race were the Irish in Erin and

in Albin.
* The Scandinavian Kingdom of Dublin.
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Christianity, and of their destruction of so many of our valuable

MSS. then almost exclusively in the hands of clerics.

The earliest legend referring to Aran relates that the Bay of

( iiilway was once an inland lake called Loch Lurgan. The outside

ocean burst over the coast, and united with the inland lake, forming
the present bay, with the denuded islands of Aran marking the

former coast line. The legend assigns the date 213 years after

the Flood to the event. The tradition, like most Irish stories,

probably enshrines a truth.

Under the sea-sand at Salthill, Galway, some six feet below

high water mark, the primeval forest tree is still rooted, half

fossilised, and the ancient peat-bog still lies.(4) Here is a piece of

the trunk of an oak-tree yet on its own roots, and furthermore, it is

bog-oak, that is, those shores were once a bog, for long after the

oak forest that covered them had disappeared. And here is t

a piece of yew which grew quite close, an interesting relic of

remote times when yew forests of indigenous growth covered large

districts of Ireland. We know this not only from the old stories

of the Celtic Past but also from the place-names. For instance,

in our own county, Aughnanure, the ancient stronghold of the

O'Flaherties near Oughterard, means Field of the Yews. Two or

three giant trunks alone remain. The names Oghil in Aran,

Youghal in Cork, also mark the abundance of the tree. The memoir
of the Geological Survey also remarks that oak trunks BUrrounded

by peat were found W. of Blake Hill nearfiarna, below H.W.M.. in

1869. There seems therefore to have been an extensive forest of

oak and yew where now flows the tide of ocean, and many centuries

old, for one trunk was two feet in diameter. And the presence of

this forest tends to show that, when the trees grew, the ocean was

distant; for Geikie remarks on a similar situation in Orkney, "To
have permitted this strong forest growth we are compelled to

admit a former elevation of the land and a corresponding retreat

of the ocean."

The incident of the legend, if true, was repeated on a smaller

scale in 1640, for we are told on the authority of O'Flaherty, who
was alive at the time, that,

"
Upon an extraordinary inundation,

the sea, overpowering that Bank went cross over the Island to the

N.W." I believe this flood went over the land from Gortnag-

(4) Colonel Richard O'Hara discovered and identified these km
peat, and Professor R. J. Anderson, of Queen's College, Galway, confirmed it.

f Exhibited.
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coppal to Kilmurvey. We have in Mallett's list of earthquakes
one mentioned at date of 4th April 1640, which was felt in France

Belgium, and Holland ; and it was probably the same seismic

commotion that was felt at Aran.

Traces of a sea-flood are found along the shores of the Bay of

Galway, in raised beaches, and piles of water-worn pebbles some
distance inland, behind and above the present beach. One such

water-deserted margin will be found in the field beyond the Black

Eock of Poulnaroin, with a swamp between it and the present
shore.

Finally as bearing on this point we have an ancient name of

the district between Moycullen and Galway, viz.: Tir-da-loch,

signifying
"
Country of the Two Lakes."

Kinahan says, "The Bay of Galway appears originally to have

been a granitic mountain shattered and swallowed during a great

convulsion." On one of the islands stood, 100 feet above the sea,

a vast mass of granite : it was shattered by lightning in 1774, and

the late Eev. Wra. Kilbride said that old inhabitants had related

to him that their fathers remembered the, time when this rock

was still standing.
The monument, however, which for impressive interest stands

far beyond anything of its kind in this kingdom, and is the

eloquent memorial of a submerged and long-vanished people,

is Dun iEngus, which after more than twenty centuries still

frowns darkly in the remote and rugged loneliness to which it

owes its continued existence. It has frequently been described in

detail; Dr. Petrie called it in 1843 " The most magnificent barbaric

monument in Europe." It stands on the verge of a cliff 302 feet

high, the fortress at top, the rolling wave below, exactly like the

great Douglas Castle of Tantallon near Berwick. It presents
no architectural features, its stones are not remarkable for size,

nor beautiful in workmanship,, they show no mark of chisel, nor

were they ever mortared or cemented. But the bulk of the fort is

so vast, its walls are so massive, its unpeopled solitude on that

lonely sea-girt crag is so weird, and its primitive devices are so

plainly those for the refuge and defence of a race who, in the early

ages of the world, fled to this remotest cliff in some great national

emergency, that it is impossible for any mind to resist the influence

of its now silent grandeur.
The most notable feature of the defence was the chevaux-de-

frise which surrounded it on the natural glacis of the landward

side : it consisted of long narrow stones set on end close together
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in the ground with an outward inclination, and they still retard

the approach of the tourist as they did that of the assailant long

ages ago. It has been stated that loose stones were balanced on

the top of each standing stone.

Dun iEngus is a type of the other pagan duns—Dun Dubh-cha-

thair, DunEochil, Dun Eoghanacht on Aranmore, and Dun Connor

on Inish-meadhon.(5) They were evidently only used as fortresses to

be retreated to : it is not possible otherwise to conceive a cause for

their existence, for at this early period, when the more fertile parts

of Ireland were thinly peopled, no pastoral people! such as these

first immigrants were would settle in poor and rugged Aran save

as a refuge. No mortar appears in any of them; Dr. Petrie thinks

that lime was not known to the Pagan tribes : at all events lime

was not used here, and unmortared walls were only suitable for a

defensive fort, for comfort was not obtainable within its shelter.

Starting from this probable cause of the origin of the great

forts, the next question is, Who were the race that built them ?

And here, dependent as we still are upon legend, we are on

debateable ground ;
but remembering the extraordinary tenacity

with which these far distant events cling to this day to the rocks

and mounds and wells, which still bear the names of deeds and

heroes, whose local fame is now passing with the spoken tongue,

remembering all this, we must not treat as fables these ancient

tales, nor dismiss amusedly the great Irish Epics, while the legends
of King Arthur and the Round Table, also of Celtic or Gaelic

origin, are taken somewhat seriously. What local traces of these

last now remain ? A possible Camelot ! Of which Ernest Rhys
remarks " There may be a want of direct evidence regarding bini"

—
speaking of King Arthur—" but if any distrust the history let

them take the book and go to Queen Camel in Somersetshire,

where the legends of the ancient Camelot still remain." But we

shall presently see all round the shores of Galway, place after place

by name identified with the story of the chieftains who fled for

refuge to Aran and this western shore, before they disappeared
from the world's nations for ever. The memorials of the vanished

Firbolg throng this county, and locate in extraordinary vaiietx t In-

ancient narrative. And in this connection it is noteworthy that

these cahers or great round duns of uncemented stone with

(5) Petrie found [1822J 7 forts on Aranmore, 4 on MkI.M. [stand, 1 on Inisheer.
t For these vast enclosures were built like great kraals, to hold oattta, Hi.

wealth of a people. I take it for granted that these nomads were pastoral, the unit of
wealth among them was a cow ; the rank of the tribesman was defined l.\ the imiuher
of his cows, and tribute was mostly but not entirely paid in cows.
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cyclopean doorways are rarely, if ever, found in the North or East

of Ireland; but in the localities of our island which are assigned by
the annals to the Firbolg and other early colonists, viz., the

western coasts, they occur in abundance, from Donegal to Kerry.
It is told, that after the battle of Moytura, which was fought a

few centuries B.G.—variously estimated 100-700 B.C.—near Cong,
the beaten Firbolg retired, the majority to Connacht, which was
left to them by the victors, and where they remained for genera-
tions under their own rulers. The celebrated Meave, Queen of

Conacht, whose name is supposed to be perpetuated in Knock - ma
(Castle Hacket), near Tuam, was a Firbolg Sovereign. (She lies

under the cairn on Knocknarea near Sligo.) While, according to

the Book of Leinster (A.D. 1130) many went in flight unto the

Fomorians or Sea-Pirates, and settled in Arran, and in Islay, in

Mann, (6) and in Bathlin.(7) From the association with the other

islands it is plain that Arran in the Clyde, is here meant, not Aran.

And according to Martin, similar monuments to Dun iEngus existed

in the Hebrides, and in the 17th century still preserved their story—
Dun-na-Firvolg.

After Moytura the conquerors settled down, were subjugated
themselves a short time afterwards by the Milesian invaders, and

disappeared from history almost entirely. But the Firbolg re-

mained, in four-fifths of Ireland a servile and rent-paying race,

notably so in Leinster, and ruling only in Conacht, the remaining
fifth.

Time passed, how long cannot be said accurately, probably a few

generations, when the little colony in Albin (Scotland) oppressed

by the Picts, resolved to return to Eire (Ireland), and they were

allowed by King Cairbre niadh-fear, of Leinster, to join their

brethren living in his realm. They had to give guarantees for

their obedience, and their sureties were Ceat Mac Megach (8) of

Conacht, Eoss Mac Deaghaidh (9) of Munster, and Cuchullin and

Conal Cearnach of Ulster. From the fact that shortly after their

arrival, King Cairbre raised the rent on the wretched wanderers,

we see that they were of the class called t)ao\\ or unfree, for the

clans of Eire had their imposts regulated by a minute system of

laws which could not be infringed by their rulers.

Oppressed by the Land-Lord, and being outside the operation

(6) Isle-of-Man, the island of Mannanan.

(7) Todd's translation of First Battle of Moytura, from Revue Celtique.

(8) pron. Coth Mac Megach; he was a Firbolg Prince of the Gamanradie

(pron. Gowanry) of Irrus, Co. Mayo (O'Mahony). (9) pron. McDeowy.
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of the Land-Acts, these nomad sons of Huam6r fled to their

kindred in Conacht. Their chiefs were the three sons of Huamor;

Angus, Concraidh, and Mil: and Conal son of Angus.
There is a poem in the Book of Leinster (a.d. 1390) which is

still preserved, written by Giolla MacLiag, who was historian to

Brian Boroimhe, which is worth quoting here. This scribe collected

early in the 11th Century all the accessible facts concerning the

Firbolg, and his narrative contains numerous references to the

shores of Galway. He says:
11 Cairbrd the Heroic so much increased

The taxes that they could not endure them
They fled from him with their property
To King Ailill and Queen Meava
They settled along the pleasant coast

As far westward as Dun iEngus in Aran
Cime they settled at Lough Cime (10)

And placed Cutr£ at Lough Cutra

Aghar was stationed towards the south
And Mil was located at Muirbheach (11) in Aran
Dala took the district of Dala (12)

Near to where Eanach his brother raised his fortress

They placed Beara at Cinn-Bheara (13)

And at Moylinn they planted Modh
Irgas obtained Morna Head.

Concraidh obtained a fair position (14)

On the Mid-island of Aran on the sea

Lcathrach obtained Tulach Teann
Tamhain obtained the point of Tamhain (l

r

>)

Conal obtained the lands of Aidhne (1R)

Conal the Comely who was their chief.

Such were the possessions held
I'.v tin entire raco of Huam6r.
Prom the day that Cairbre heard of the tli gh(
lie was highly incensed in mind
And called upon as a matter of course

His four guaranteeing princes
The two Warriors of the Red Branch (17)

Marched to his palaces at the peremptory call

Restore to me says the vengeful Cairbre
The emigrant sons of fJadhm6r
Or K'ive them battle man for man
Of those that dare resist my just demands."

(10) Ancient name of Lough Hacket between Headford nn<l simile

(11) Until recently Dun-Muirbheiu-h-Mil, new Kilnmrvcy. Mil also gave his name
to Renville near Oranmore and to Renvyle in Connemara, both of which BMM signify

Mils Point Kinn-vil.

(12) A little North of Ennistymon.
(13) pron. Kiii-r>ini.

(14) Dun Connor on the Middle Island.

(15) pron. TOW 1*, still spelt and pronounced the same way,—Taw in, on Kilcolgan
Point.

(16) The district south of Athenry.
(17) Cuchullin and Conal Cearnach, Milesians; the lied Hranch was an Ulster

Order of Chivalry.
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The Firbolg were not long allowed to remain in peace : the

guarantors responded to the king's call, and gathered their forces

at Croghan, Co. Roscommon, to bring back the fugitives. These,

rather than again place themselves under the yoke of an oppres-

sive and now angry monarch, resolved to fight for freedom
; and in

a long and bloody contest, Angus and his son Conal were slain,

and the Firbolg were defeated with great slaughter and scattered.

The battle was fought near Gort, where the townland is called

Ballyconnell (18) to this day, and the earn which was raised there

over the body of Conal still bears his name,—Carn-Conail. The

last appearance of this people as playing any important part in

history was in a.d. 260, when at Moy-Ai, Co. Roscommon, they
were routed by the Milesians, lost the sovereignty of Connacht and

thenceforward became in most places submerged in the country

people. For a long time however we find them alluded to, handed

on to history by the bards of the conquering race, who pre-
served merely the stubborn facts of names and places, and mag-
nifying their own pride of race, recorded only those deeds of the

conquered that could not be concealed. Roderick O'Flaherty
writes: "The Damnonians were the most ancient Princes of

Ireland to the time of King Cormac (a.d. 254) of whom the

Gamanradians of Irrus, (19) Tuatha Taidhen, Clan Morna, Clan

Huamore—likewise the Gabadians of the Sue (20) and the Par-

trigians,(21) all these boast of being descended from Ganon(22)
monarch of Ireland."

In the library of the Royal Irish Academy is a copy of an

ancient life of St. Grellan, a work which O'Donovan considered

authentic, in w7hich it is stated that when the Race of Colla da

Crioch, the progenitors of the O'Kellys, were about to migrate
from Louth to Hy-Maine, Co. Galway, they conferred together
and said "Let us see which province of Banba (23) is thinnest in

population and in which most Firbolg remain, and let us narrow
it on them." And the old name of this district of Hy-Maine was

Magh-Seancheineoil which being translated is "The Plain of the

Old Race." It extended from Lough Ree to the Suck (24). Lastly,

(18) In Kiltartan.

(19) Erris, Co. Mayo.

(20) District bordering on the River Suck.

(21) Partry, Co, Mayo.
(22) There is a townland between Oughterard and Ross called " Leacht-

ganon" which means The (memorial) Stone of Ganon.

(23) An ancient name of Ireland.

(24) O'Curry.
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the celebrated historian and antiquary Duald MacFirbis, when

writing his genealogical work in the College of St. Nicholas at

Galway, in 1650, recognised the Firbolg as still existing in the

country.
This closes the first section of "

Aran," with the earliest

monuments of Ireland, save Tallaght, Co. Dublin, with their origin,

their use, and their builders.

I think most of us do not even yet take sufficiently into

account, in estimating the value of our Traditions and our Records,

(1) the isolation of the Nation (even down to recent times a very

exceptional isolation), a people which undoubtedly always at-

tached great importance to the preservation of their history, and

(2) the abiding tenacity with which the five Celtic Races cling to

beliefs and customs, illustrated to this day in the survival among
us of pagan rites, after more than 13 centuries of the teaching of

a Faith to which they are so ardently attached.

{To be continued).

Some considerations respecting the relations

of Land and Water in Connaught.

(A Note by li. J. ANDERSON).

Secular changes in the level of land hftVfl been known, for a long timo, to

he occurringjn many places. Old sea-ports and landing-places have in some

cases been raised above the sea level of former times. The coast of Finland

has risen, indeed, six feet in a century and a quarter. The northern shores

of America and Asia are rising, so is the North of Scotland : and Norway,
Sweden and South Britain arc sinking, and evidences of mbmeigenoa arc not

wanting in the South and Wost of Ireland. S.VV. Greenland is sinking.

•This Nolo had been cnntril>iiti'<M>Y rmfeam \ndeison Ifl OCHlWoUon Willi ttw

theory mentioned in the preceding paper on Amu, that (Jalway Hay wrh once an
inland lake; and with special reference to the discovery of submerged turf-bog and
timber.
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Towns are buried beneath the sea of the east of Greece. The land has changed
its level near Naples, where the three columns of Jupiter Serapis bear the

marks of sea animals far above their bases. Raised beaches indicate the

elevation of land, and the sea-formed caves found in these beaches sometimes

strengthen the proofs of submergence and subsequent elevation. Submerged
forests are seen at intervals around the coast of Scotland, England, and the

South and West of Ireland. These beds of vegetable debris, sometimes so

well consolidated that they form lignite, are composed of moss or vegetable
matter greatly condensed and may contain tools and implements of early
man. Branches of various trees, oaks, birches, willows, elders, firs, hazels

and yews are all found, but oaks, yews and firs are the chief tree remains in

inland bogs ; the softer woods are apt to decompose without the preserving
action of the salt water. No explanation depending on the washing out of the

clay beneath and the sliding of the bog along an inclined plane would account

satisfactorily for the phenomena observed. It is interesting to note in this

connection that bogs can withstand the action of the waves
;
the greasiness or

smoothness of the bog matter favours its maintenance in situ, whilst the

sand, on the other hand, gets tossed to and fro over the surface. Submerged
bogs are usually a few feet only beneath the surface of the water, but there

are records of submergence to the extent of 12 feet. The bog at Salthill to

which allusion has been made is 1J to 2£ feet in thickness, and is covered with

sand that varies in thickness according to the force and direction of the wind

and waves. This bog is largely made up of decayed vegetable matter with

branches and twigs that still maintain their form and a few trees in position

among which are the oak and yew referred to. The compression has been so

great (emphasized by drying) ,
that the lignite structure which is met in the

still further conversion of vegetable debris into coal is appreciated. The bogs
or parts of bogs that contain oak and yew corkers and firs, pines etc., are of

the forest period which succeeded the steppe period. The roots of the oaks

and yews follow the undulations of the ground, being imbedded in the under-

clay, marl, or gravel. The roots of the firs are in horizontal layers, and

separated from them by layers of peat that may be 12 feet in thickness.

The land seems to have been elevated above its present level during the

steppe period. Many times did elevation and depression take place in earlier

pleistocene periods, the land being below the present level perhaps oftener than

above it. Ireland and England were connected once or more than once with

the Continent. The Irish and North Seas are so shallow that an elevation of

a few hundred feet of the sea floors would deprive these Isles of their insular

isolation.

We have to deal with a forest period, a steppe period, and a still earlier

pleistocene period in Connaught, viz : a boulder drift or glacier period. The

unravelling of the mysteries of the glacial action is not so easy as walking.

The great banks or cliffs of clay beyond Salthill can be examined by anyone.

The clay and the layers of sand with the large round stones and boulders of

red granite are easily made out. The boulder clay was, of-course, formed

earlier than the peat bogs forest and steepe periods in these regions. There

were however inter-glacial periods, few or many, in which a more genial

climate prevailed. The glaciers which found their chief gathering grounds in

the mountains of the North were supplemented by glaciers of lesser magni-
tude from the lower hills, and so it would seem that in the West of Ireland,
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a series of lesser glaciers contributed to the groat ice mass. The glaciers in

North Connaught seem to have moved West and North. Those of the south-

ern portion West and South. The valleys running from Westport t«> the

Corrib, Kylemore to Cashla, Clifden to Greatman's Bay and that north and

west of Roundstone, may have been scoured and extended by tho glaciers.

Many speculative suggestions are apt to give rise to dreams of what

might have been. Hypotheses, however, ought to have good support from
observed facts that are not misunderstood in their bearings. It seems, how-

ever, that whatever conditions prevailed during glacial times, there is evidence

of an Atlantis during inter and post-glacial times. Animals and plants are

found in Connaught which do not seem to have come from the East. As to

plants, a long list of rare species found in Galway has been made out by

Praeger. The invertebrate fauna likewise are referred to by Scharff.*

It is not easy to obtain evidence with reference to secular movements in

Galway Bay boundaries during later years. Tho study of a French chart

made about 1670, now preserved in the British Museum, is instructive com-

pared with the Charts of 1845 and 1900. There seems to be no depression of

the floor during the intervening years. The measurements seem indeed to

show that the Bay is somewhat shallower in places, not enough to affect

navigation, but quite evident from the sounding. The French soundings are

given in "toises a basses mers dans les grandes marees" and the English

sounding are given in fathoms for low water springs. Galway Bay seems thus

to be somewhat shallower than it was 230 years ago. Then and now tho floor

slopes gradually from East to West. There is a difference of nearly 70 feet

between the greatest depth of the Bay north of the largest Aran Island and

the Bay north of Black Rock, and diminution in depth is in proportion to

the depth in these two places. It is possible that the tides have changed, or

that silting or changes in current have modified the deposit.
Denudation due to oceanic and atmospheric causes has worn away tho

coast all along. The former condition of the coasts and the Aran Islands render-

ed Galway Bay more like an inland lake than it is now. If the floor of the

Bay was gradually raising then one might hazard the opinion that the de-

pression was as long taking place as the elevation. The submergence of bog
took place perhaps before the formation of the 1 2 feet beach and after the

formation of the 25 feet beach. Taking the soundings of 230 years ago as

accurate and comparing them with those of the present time, no very con-

siderable change in the main channel has taken place. If prior to 1670 there

were depression or subsidence for some centuries, then the coasts, Aran

Islands, and all, were formerly more elevated and more subject to the

denuding offects of the ocean. It was then farthor out. Tho depth, a

been pointed out, gives considerable evidonce of erosion, and shortening of the

Salthill banks has taken place, even during the last 40 years, and a cor-

respondingly great degree of erosion since 1680 ; limestone and other rocks

havo also suffered to a much less extent. Tho submergence in tho North
Island of Aran was proved by the Rev. Mr. Kilbride by the remains of old

buildings buried beneath the sea.

A glance at the records of the thickness and extent of deposits of sedi-

Canon Lett has quite rocently discovered a moss in Mayo related closely to
American species, but having no near relation in Europe.
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ments in very early times in the West of Ireland will help to explain what

has been going on in later times. For the character of the silurian rocks

found at the North of Lough Corrib and at the South of Lough Mask and

Killary Bay as compared with other silurian rocks in the British Isles and

elsewhere, lead geologists to believe that there was once an elevated land to

the North and West of where Connaught now is, provided with a rapidly

flowing river from N. W. to S. E., while Leinster, etc. was still beneath the

ocean. The thick lower carboniferous deposits in central Ireland show this.

Sea covered much of Europe later, and volcanoes were active on the shores

near the margins of the silurian Continent, that is where W. Connaught is now.

Connaught and Kerry were the only places where volcanoes were in evidence in

those times. Hence one may dream of great tracts of land that lay to the North

and West ; lands of great elevation, with rivers and lakes, forming the shores

of this continent and perhaps Greenland
;
whilst Ulster and Leinster, as well

as much of England, were buried beneath the sea. Connaught having lost

land towards the West gained additions from the eastern side won from the

sea by the aid of the liquid underneath which had left Atlantis to sink beneath

the ocean. However, no one would venture to say that all this was continu-

ous and simple.
What one may say in support of purely historical (archaeological) records is,

that Connaught and Kerry come near the position of the shore of a Goth-

landian Continent that occupied (with interruptions) the North Atlantic.

This Silurian land extended from Canada and U.S. through Greenland to the

margin of Scandinavia.

The Connaught of Lower Carboniferous times is equally suggestive. For

here evidence exists of the presence of much land that took in much of

Eastern North America, Greenland, Iceland, and Scotland, and joined

Connaught to Scandinavia.

There rolls the deep where grew the tree ;

Earth, what changes hast thou seen !

There where the long street roars, has been

The stillness of the central sea.
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certainly the earlier of the two : for the date of its erection appears to be 1G02,

as we shall show presently. One striking feature, the deep dripstone, perhaps
indicates Spanish influence?

In our seventeenth-century Map, this street, which we now call M.uk.t

Street, is called North Street (** Platea septemtrionalis v. Nort Atrffte
"

) :

and the house to which this doorway belongs is marked as the house of

Sir Peter French (" Hus/ridum et .Kdificia D. Petri Frinch EquitisaiiraU").
This means, we presume, not necessarily that Sir Peter French was alivo at

the date of the engraving, but rather that the house not unnaturally still bore

his name as that of its builder and original owner, especially as he had been a

prominent man in his day in Galway. For Sir Peter French died in February,

1631 (Burke's Peerage ,
s. n. Oranmore). Of his tomb in the Franciscan Friary,

destroyed, according to Hardiman (History of Qalway, p. 266), by the

Cromwellian soldiery in 1652, there only remain portions of the base, including

the curious sculptured slab let into the wall near the lower entrance to the

Franciscan Church. In the centre of this slab are the arms of French impa-

ling Browne, surmounted by helmet with mantling, and the French crest

(a dolphin) in high relief. Beneath are the words

SIR PITER FRENCH MARY BROWNE
Mary Browne was the daughter of Geoffrey Browne, alderman (Burke, ibid.).

Now in our Market Street doorway, the left-hand spandrel contains the

French arms (No. II. in the illustration), over the helmet being the crest

(dolphin) which in our illustration has on account of its indistinctness been

treated as though part of the mantling. In the right-hand spandrel are the

Browne arms (No. IV. in illustration : crest no doubt there also but not clear).

The decoration on the frieze is of beautiful design, one of the best features in

this doorway: but while this pattern is carried round all the other angles it i>

a curious circumstance that in the centre it is broken for the sake of insertion

of the Burke arms (No. III. in illustration), which appear with supporters.*

I taring the last century it appears that the house was known as " de Burgo's

Mansion." We cannot but suggest that upon a change of ownership this

stone, originally decorated with the frieze design, had this design erased (it

was not deeply incised) in order to take the Burko arms.

When one has gone through this doorway one sees in the ruins on the

right a limestone chimneypiece, on which are tho arms of French Impaling

Browne. Owing to the fact that this was indoor work, and thus protected

until all became a ruin, this chimneypiece, though now exposed to the weather,

is in very good preservation. Under the arms arc tho initials P.F. and M.B.,

evidently for Peter French and Mary Browne. And over tho arms is tin .lai.

1 6oa. That this gives us the date of the erection of the house and thus

the approximate date of the doorway, scarcely we suppose admits of doubt.

Two points we may add, the interost of which, if they havo any interest,

is purely horaldic : the "
eaglo displayed

"
of tho Browne arms is, in each of

tho three cases referred to, represented with ono head only : and in the case

of tho chimneypiece there is on the broast of tho oagle a shamrock or trefoil

M
slipped." Finally, it will be seen on reference to the Map that the

engraver's fancy led him to represent this house with a flag over it which

bears the device S.P.F., the initials of tho words Sir Poter French.
Ki).

* The lion rampant which is a charge on tho liurke arum i« clearly there though

not shown in the drawing.
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Notes on

The Pictorial Map of Galway.

The Society's photo-lithographic reproduction of the seven-

teenth-century engraved Map of Galway Town is now in the hands
of Memhers

;
and we show here a small photograph taken direct

from the original work in 1902.

A few words at the outset respecting the history of our re-

production may not be out of place. In April 1902 a circular was
issued to the then Members inviting subscriptions for the proposed
reproduction. The copy in the library of Trinity College was

kindly lent for the purpose of photographing it
;
and the Royal

Irish Academy furthered our endeavour by placing at the photo-
grapher's disposal a room which was the most suitable place in

Dublin for the photographing. The first difficulty that arose was
that the photographer who originally undertook the work gave it

up after some months; and the second was that the first set

of large negatives was damaged by a fire and a fresh set had to be

taken. After that there was delay, and there were further diffi-

culties, so that the work was not completed till the end of 1904.

There were 18 negatives in the set, each 15 in. by 12 in. : and
these were transferred to three stones, whence the three joined
sections of which our lithograph is made up. The original was

engraved in nine separate sections, and the Trinity College copy is

folded in these sections : whence the nine divisions represented
in our lithograph. When the reproduction was at last ready, it

was by order of the Executive Committee issued free to all mem-
bers who had paid the 1903 subscription, on prepayment within a

limited time of Is. 6d. for cylindrical case and postage ;
this was

done on the ground that only one number of the Journal had been

issued for the subscription of the year 1903. Circulars explaining
this were sent out in January and April 1905

;
the privilege ex-

tending until the 1st of May, when the price to all Members
became 8s. Copies wTere also issued in an alternative form, viz.

mounted on linen and varnished, for hanging : the price to Mem-
bers in this dearer form is 16s.

The lithograph measures 4 ft. 8£ in. by 38 in.
;
the original

being 6 ft. 8£ in. by 4 ft. 8^ in. An earlier reproduction of the

central and most material portion appeared in Hardiman's History

of Galway, on a folded sheet.

Of the original, two copies are known to exist ; one in

Trinity College, Dublin, and one in Queen's College, Galway ;
the

latter being imperfect at the edges in some portions. The Queen's

College copy was in the possession of the Brownes of Castlemac-

garrett ;
and was by the first Lord Oranmore presented to Queen's
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College in 1852, the thanks of the College Council for this valuable

gift being dated 20th November 1852. Hardiman mentions Oil

the authority of de Burgo (Hibcrnia Dominicana) a third copy.
We hope in time to issue Notes dealing fully with the intrinsic

contents of the Map, including the Fortifications, the Houses and
other buildings, and the Streets, with references to the corn-

ponding streets of to-day and a comparison of the ancient and
modern nomenclature; we hope also to have Notes dealing with
what we may call the extraneous portions of the Map, namely the

heraldically decorated margin with its inscriptions, and the orna-

mental additions in the body of the Map, sometimes inserted to

occupy what would otherwise have been blank spaces. Then we
hope to furnish a key in a separate form so that it may be hung
beside or kept along with the Map. It will however be clear that

this minute treatment of the Map will take time, and it will

require also some co-operation, if it is to be done in a satisfactory
manner and is to result in a futherance of our knowledge of local

history and topography.
For the present we only offer the three subjoined Notes by

way of commencement And we give elsewhere in this Journal
two examples of the manner in which the Map can be referred to

for details : the one example is in the case of the house of Sir

Peter French, and the other is in that of the house of Martin
Browne ; of both of which houses portions still survive.

The Origin and Date of the Map.

By the Editor.

Sardinian's account (History of Galway, p. 23) is simple and

interesting. The Marquis of Clanricardc in Idol entered into a

treaty with the Duke of Lorraine to obtain £20,000 for the King's
service : Limerick and Galway were to be given as security; and

the Commissioners, Lord Taaffe, Sir Nicholas Plunket, and

Geoffrey Browne, were " to describe unto the Duke the value of the

security, the strength and situation of the places," and soforth.

"For this purpose," says Hardiman " a map of the town was made,
which, after the restoration (when the ancient inhabitants were re-

stored, by the Crown, to their freedoms and estates), was finished

blazoned and described by the Rev. Henry Joyce, then warden ;

and afterwards elegantly engraved, at the expense of the Corpo-
ration, and dedicated to King Charles II." That is circumstantial

enough ; but it suggests this inquiry :
—what is the authority for the

statement that the map was connected in its origin with the

Lorraine negociations ? Not Clanricarde's Memoirs, nor de Burgo's
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Hibernia Dominicana, the two works referred to by Hardiman in

this connection. We think the statement was an inference from
the following premisses: (1) a map being a valuable addition to and
illustration of such "description" as the D. of Lorraine was to get,
was most probably supplied with that description ; (2) the map
before us was or was intended to be accompanied by a description,
for in the centre of the lower portion of it we find "

Galviensis

Descriptionis Declaratio," an elaborate Table of Contents, ap-
parently, with spaces left for references to "Lib., Cap., Folio;"
(3) one of the two extant copies of the Map was in the possession
of the descendants of Geoffry Browne one of Clanricarde's three
Commissioners.

Perhaps the evidence of these premisses is further corroborated

by the fact that the Map though dating from after the Restoration

appears in some details to relate to the condition of Galway and
the ownership of its houses before the town was involved in the war

;

while in other details it does not. The line of the besieging forces

(marked "21," "Obsidionis Crumuelistae Liniamenta qua Galvia
sernel capta fuit") is shown, extending from Suckeen to Lough
Athalia. And there are three equestrian representations of King
Charles II., to whom also with much profusion of loyalty the work
is dedicated.

A second question then arises, namely, what is Hardiman's

authority for the statement that the Map was "elegantly engraved
at the expense of the Corporation," and so forth? One does
not like to call in question any assertion of Hardiman's, knowing
how excellent the character of his work was, and that he often
had authorities to whom he does not give exact reference. Yet
we can only say that this statement seems absolutely incredible.

For the object of the Map is to set forth the glories of the ancient

Town, which at the date of its issue was ruled by strangers. The
people responsible for its production are quite evidently the older

and the Roman Catholic inhabitants : fourteen ancient and illus-

trious Anglo-Irish families are their boast, and the fourteen con-

verts in the town are mentioned with pride. Such things were

scarcely the boast of the new men. Yet it was they only who were
in power ;

it was they who formed the Corporation throughout
the reign of Charles II. That they took so manifest an interest

in the history of the town as to be pleased at the prominence of

certain ancient families all of whom must have felt hostile towards

them, and that they utilized public money to issue a work tending
to the glorification of those whom they themselves in fact sup-

planted
—is there any body of men that we can credit with such

sublimely disinterested conduct ?

On the face of it the Map would appear rather to have been
issued by the Roman Catholic families, as a reminder of their

recent prosperity and as an expression also of their unswerving
loyalty and devotion to the Throne.
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The Lorraine Negotiations.

By C. LITTON FALKINEH.
The historical circumstances connected with the reputed origin

of the map have been admirably summarised by the historian of Gal-
wav. Hardiman's account of the arrangements between the Duke of

LoiTaine and the Commissioners of Trust will be found at page
127 of his History of Gakoay, and there is also a brief reference to

the facts prefixed to his description, at pp. 23-30, of the details of

the map. Hardiman's statements concerning the negotiations
with the Duke of Lorraine are based on the best authorities, and
their accuracy is unimpeachable,

" How this affair was conducted
and ended, may be found," as Hardiman says,

" in all the histories

of the time." The story will be found in detail in Cox's Hibernia

Anijlicana, and in his Contemporary History of Affairs in Ireland ;

but more particularly in the Memoirs and Letters of Ulick,

Marquit of Clanricarde (London: 1757). There the whole
course of the negotiations, with the full text of all the letters,

treaties, and documents connected with the transaction, are

printed in full as preserved in the papers of Lord Clanricarde, the

representative of Charles the Second in Ireland in 1651. They
occupy, with a brief introduction and appendix extracted from
Clarendon's History of the Rebellion, sixty-four large folio pages,
and form the concluding portion of the volume.

To the facts as outlined in the Clanricarde Memoirs and
summarised by Hardiman but little has been added by recent

historical investigation. Even the microscopic analysis of Dr.

Gardiner, who has examined the transaction with his usual

conscientious thoroughness, in his History of the Commonwealth
and Protectorate (see pp. 46-58) has failed to throw fresh light

on a negotiation which, as the historian truly says, though
unimportant in itself,

"
acquires an importance for the student of

hisli history as a touchstone of the divergent aims of those on
whose shoulders lay the burden of Irish defence" against the

forces of the English Parliament. Since Dr. Gardiner wrote,

however, one addition of some importance and value has been

made to our knowledge of the affair. In the Calendar of the

Manuscripts of the Marquess of Ormonde (New Series, Vol. I.)

there will be found a number of letters and other documents

bearing on the subject. These of-course are from the papers of

Clanricarde's chief, the Duke (then Marquess) of Orniond. That
faithful servant of the royal cause was still Charles II's

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and in his exile on the continent still

remained responsible for the supervision, so far as was possible, of

those interests of his royal master in Ireland, the actual charge of

which he had been obliged to confide to Clanricarde, as his Deputy,
and which he was manfully struggling to safeguard. As such they
serve not merely to complete this story, already told in the

Clanricarde Memoirs, but to confirm its authenticity.
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The Arms of the Corporate Town of Galway,

By MARTIN J. BLAKE.

The members of this Society have now "secured a splendid

reproduction of the Old Map of the Town of Galway. This Map
contains drawings of three distinct sets of Armorial Bearings
which were used at different periods by the Corporate Town of

Galway. In the Table of References headed "
Synopsis

"
on the

right hand side of the bottom sheet of the Map, and in the column
of the "

Synopsis
"
headed " In Oriente

"
(" on the East

"), there

will be found written after the figure
" 12

"
in that column, these

words
"12. Galvise Civitatis antiquissima, 13. F. Vetusta, 14. G. Recen-

tiora, Insignia."

which translated run thus :

"12. The most ancient, 13. F. the old, and 14. G. the more recent,

Armorial Bearings of the City of Galway."

Upon the top sheet on the left-hand side of the Map appears the

delineation of

The Most Ancient Arms of Galway.

They represent a shield divided into four quarters
—

quarterly of

four, in the language of heraldry in the first and fourth quarters
are depicted the Arms of the De Bnrghs, Earls of Ulster ; and

in the second and third quarters are depicted the Arms of the

Mortimers, Earls of March. In the language of heraldry the De

Burgh Arms are "Or, a cross gules :

" and the Mortimer Arms are

"Barry of six, or and azure, on a chief of the first, three pallets

between two bast esquierres dexter and sinister of the second ; over

all, an inescutcheon argent." Such, I am informed, is the correct

description in heraldic language of the Arms. I will make an

attempt to put that description into language
" understanded of

the people." "Or, a cross gules" means "On a ground-work

coloured gold, a Red Cross ;

"
these were the De Burgh Arms.

The Mortimer Arms are more complex.
"
Barry of six, or and

azure" means "six longitudinal Bars, coloured alternately, gold

and light blue." The word "Pallet" means a little vertical Bar

(being the diminutive of the French word "
pal," from which the

English word "paling" is derived) ;
the words " Bast Esquierre

'

mean the figure of the small triangle formed by the diagonally

divided half of a small right-angled parallelogram. Accordingly,

"Three pallets between two bast esquierres, dexter and sinister"

may be described in popular language as "Three small vertical bars
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between two such triangles, on the right and left respectively."
" Over all, an Inescutcheon, argent," this means that over, and in

the midst of, the six longitudinal ban (the "Barry of six") there

is depicted a "small shield, of silver colouring." This is the best

explanation I can give of the terms used in the heraldic descrip-
tion of the Arms.

The historical explanation of the use of these Arms by the

Corporate Town of Galway is, to me at least, more interesting.
The Arms of the De Burgh Earls of Ulster were chosen, because

the Town of Galway was first founded, and for a hundred years

ruled, by them. The Town was founded by Richard de Burgh
al)out the year 1232, and his son, Walter de Burgh (1st) Earl of

Ulster died in the Castle of Galway in 1271. Walter's son and

heir was Richard de Burgh (2nd) Earl of Ulster, commonly styled
the "Red" Earl. He died in 1326, and was succeeded by his

grandson and heir William de Burgh (3rd) Earl of Ulster, com-

monly called the " Brown "
Earl. He was slain at OarriokfeigUB

in 1333, and left an only child, a daughter, Elizabeth de Burgh
then (1333) about a year old. This child was brought to England,
and made a ward of King Edward III., who decided to bestow

her in marriage upon his second son Lionel Plantagenet (thru

also a child of tender years) when the two grew up. In contem-

plation of this marriage King Edward III. in 1347 created Lionel,

Earl of Ulster, and the marriage between him and Elizabeth de

Burgh took place in 1352. Lionel was afterwards—in 1362—
created Duke of Clarence. He came over to Ireland as Lord

Deputy in 1361, and sought to regain possession ot his wife

Blizabeth'8 vast estates in Ulster and Connaught ; but be signally

failed. The de Burgh estates in Connaught (other than the Town
of Galway) were then held by the kinsmen of William de Burgh
the " Brown "

Earl, who had been slain in 1333. These kinsmen

had thrown off English allegiance and adopted Irish names,
habits and customs. The head of them in the County of Galway

(or Clanricarde's country as it was then called) was styled the

"Upper" McWilliam ; and the head of the clan in Mayo (who
were called the Clan William) was styled the " Lower McWilliam."

Lionel got nothing back from them. His wife Elizabeth de Burgh
died in 1362 leaving issue by him one child, a daughter, Philippa

Plantagenet who was born in L856. She married in L868, Edmund
Mortimer (8rd) Earl of March. Her father Lionel died shortly
after her marriage with Mortimer; and then Mortimer became,
in right of his wife, Earl of Ulster as well as Earl of March. The
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Arms depicted upon a Seal used by this Edmund Mortimer in

1372 (preserved in the British Museum), are almost identical with

the Arms of the Town of Galway above described. It is evident

therefore that these " Most Ancient Arms of Galway," cannot

have come into use until after 1368 when Mortimer had become
Earl of Ulster as well as Earl of March. He was appointed Lord

Deputy of Ireland in 1379 and died at Cork in 1381. His son

Eoger Mortimer (4th) Earl of March and Earl of Ulster, was a

Lord Deputy of Ireland also ; he was slain at Kells in 1398. He
was succeeded in his titles by his son Edmund Mortimer, also a

Lord Deputy, who died in Ireland, without issue, in 1425. His

sister Anne Mortimer married Richard Plantagenet Earl of

Cambridge, the 4th son of King Edward III., and this Richard's

grandson, Edward Plantagenet, Duke of York, in 1461, became

King Edward IV. of England.
The " Most Ancient Arms of Galway

"
continued to be used,

in my opinion, as the Arms of Galway, down to 1485. There is

appended to an original Deed, preserved in the "Blake" Collec-

tion, and dated 10th November 1445, (with which I deal else-

where in this Journal), the "Common Seal of the Town
of Galway," and it bears upon it the " Most Ancient Arms of

Galway," above described.

The.next set of Arms used by the Town of Galway are de-

picted in the corner of the top sheet on the right-hand side of the

Map. These are designated

The Old Arms of the Town of Galway.
These Arms are heraldically described as " Azure a chevron or,

between three castles, triple towered and masoned, argent," which
in popular language means " On a field or groundwork, coloured

light blue, a chevron, coloured gold, between three triple-towered

castles, coloured silver." Hardiman is of opinion (History of

Gahuay,) that this set of Arms was first adopted in the year 1396;

but I am inclined to think that these Arms first came to be used

after the grant of the Charter to Galway, granted by King Richard

III, on the 15th December 1485. In that Charter the Chief

Magistrate of the Town was first created a "
Mayor;" and it was

expressly provided that neither "
McWilliam, Lord of Clanrick-

arde," nor his heirs, should in future have any rule or power in

the Town of Galway. The provisions of this Charter would

naturally suggest the adoption of a new set of Arms for the Town.

The Town at that period (1485) had been completely surrounded

with walls strengthened by several castellated fortifications or
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towers, and consequently the "three triple towered Castles" would

naturally be introduced into these Arms; again the Lynch family
were at this period (1485) by far the most influential family in the

Town; the first Mayors of the Town were all of that family; and
as part of the Armorial bearings of that family were "Azure, a

chevron or," I think this fact affords a strong clue to the intro-

duction of them into the Arms of Galway at this period. These
Arms continued to be used as the Arms of the Town, in my
opinion, from 1485 to 1578.

The third set of Arms used by the Town, are those depicted
at the bottom of the middle top sheet of the Map, immediately
under the Arms of England. This set of Arms is designated

The More Recent Arms op the Town of Galway.

These are heraldically described as "Argent, an antique Galley
with one mast, the sail furled, floating in waves of tJie sea, proper;
on tlie centre point, in an cscutclicon, the Arms of England." This

does not quite correspond with the drawing on the Map, as there

in the "
escutcheon," is depicted a " Lion rampant

"
instead of the

Arms of England.
I think that these Arms first came to be used as the Arms of

the Town of Galway, after the grant of the Charter of Queen Eliz-

abeth to the Town, which is dated 14th July, 1578. Galway was

at that period an important mercantile seaport ; and by an express

provision in that Charter, the Mayor of Galway for the time being
was constituted Admiral of the Port, and the bay of Galway as

far as and including the islands of Aran. This would point to

the introduction of this particular set of Arms being made at this

period.*

"- The appearance of these Arms in an Elizabethan Register in the
Dublin Office of Arms afford perhaps an interesting confirmation of Mr.
I '.hike's view as to the date. For the Register dates from the time of
( hristopher Ussher, who was Ulster 1588-1597: and the entry in question
consists of " The Armes of Galwaye a port towne,"the blazon bang as follows :

Ari/mt, on the waves of tlie sea in base proper, a galley or, villi sails furled
and pennant sable, on an escutcheon of the last a lion rampant of thr third.

That is exactly as it is represented on the cover design of our Journal.
Hardiman (History of Qaliray, p. 197) gives the arms as they appeared on fchfl

Gammon Seal, tho blazon being that which Mr. Blake gives above. It will

be seen however that the blazon appears to be incorrect, as the escutcheon

charged with the Arm* of Englami should be an escutcheon sable charged
with a lion rampant or ; it is also inaccurate in other details. Thus it will

be seen that the representation of those modern Arms on the Map is the
more correct one ^ though we might add that the Map does not give I

with heraldic accuracy as it does the older Arms ;
for in the other cases the

engraving docs, and here it does not, point out the colours
(*•

tinctures ") and
metals intended.—Ed.
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Deed of Award
In the " Blake Collection of Records,"
In the possession of Martin J. Blake, of Lincoln's Inn.

[See Record No. 44,
" Blake Family Records, First Series."]

To all cristen pepill that this present endentours partys shall hire or

se bet ycnow that ye x day of ye munth of novembre yere of oure lord Kyng
henry ye vi after ye conquest xxiiii William fy Geffray Blake yn yat onn parti
his heirs & his assignys & John fy henry Blake his heirs & his assignys yn yat
othir parti cumpromitid about all ye londe and parte yat Henry fy Johan

Blake helde & had yn his owne possession yn ye towne of Galvy witin & witout

undir ye othe of ye masboke & ye holy cross & unto Willok Borke lord of Clan-

rycarde Rycard Borke fy William Maistere John fyrere Saundre Lynche Water
Blake & Thomas Lynche & undir ye suirte of ye same wit ye soverayn & portrif

& his comburgens of Galvy to stand now & ever toharre acorde & arbitryment
aftir ye forme & ye poyntsyat herafter folayt undir ye payn of an hundird pounte

bornys, Edmunde Athye & Thomas Lynch for William fy Geffray Blake,William

Lynche & Robert Lynche for Johan fy Henry Blake. In primis yat Johan fy

henr Blake shall have ye tenement yat sumtyme wassh Masstir henr Blake

ye yldir sumtime burges of Galvy wit all hes oportnans fram ye plase of

Nicholas Skyret unto ye plase yat Denys rono sumtyme dvellid yn & so fro ye

hye strete unto ye toune walle wit an ele vere mecallit Correcalle & a parcel

of londe mecallit Gortledrine yat his fadir hadde. Item of al ye londe witout

ye Creggis of old Henrys yat William abouseid to have ye to-parte & John

aforseid to ye third parte. Item of all ye londes of old Henrys in ye cuntre

yat William do have halfe & Johan ye tothir halfe. Item yat William Blake

to have all ye londis & tenements wityn ye Galvy & witoute that wassh yn

Henry fy Johan his possession excep abouseid. In ye witnyes of this enden-

tours we partys aforseid hath putte to our selis wit ye selis of Willok abouseid

Lord, Ricard Borke Maistir Johan Fyrer Saunder Lynche Water Blake and

Thomas Lynche wit ye selis of ye borovys Edmund Athy and Robert Lynche.
Dat apud Galvy die et anno supradictis, & as mor credens ye comyn selis ys

yput hirto of Galvy.
Modern Translation.

To all christian people that this present indenture (made out)

in parts, shall hear or see, Be it known, that (on) the 10th day of

the month of November (in) the year of our lord King Henry the

6th after the conquest, the 24th,f William fitz Geoffrey Blake of

the one part, his heirs and his assigns, and John fitz Henry Blake,

his heirs and his assigns of the other part, (entered into a) com-

promise, about all the land and parts that Henry fitz John Blake

* This Deed is described (as Record No. 44) in Blake Family Records,

First Series. It appears in Hardiman's Notes to O'Flaherty's Iar-Connaiight,

p. 204.

f i.e. 1445 a.d.

D
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held and had in his own possession within and without the Town
of Galway, under oath (taken) on the Mass-hook and the holy

cross, before William Burke Lord of Clanricarde, Richard Burin
fitz William, Master John (the) Friar, Saunder Lynch, Walter

Blake and Thomas Lynch, and under the surety of the same, with

the Sovereign and Provost and his fellow harnesses of Galway, to

stand now and ever, to their award and arbitrament according to

the form and the points that hereafter folioweth, under the penalty
of one hundred pound bond, (with) Edmund Athy and Thomas

Lynch for William fitz Geoffrey Blake, (and) William Lynch and

Robert Lynch for John fitz Henry Blake. In primis, that John
fit/ Henry Blake shall have the tenement that sometime was

Master Henry Blake's the elder, sometime burgess of Galway,
with all its appurtenances, from the place of Nicholas Skerret

unto the place that Denis Ruane sometime dwelt in, and so (on)

from the High street unto the Town Wall ;
with an eel-weir called

Correcalle and a parcel of land called Gortledrine that his father

had. Item, of all the land without the Creggs, of old Henry's,
that the above mentioned William (is) to have the two third parts,

and the aforesaid John the

third part. Item of all tin-

lands of old Henry's in the

country, that William do

i have half, and John the

other half. Item, that Wil-

liam Blake (is) to have all

the lands and tenements

, within and without Galway
that was in Henry fitz

John's possession, except
the abovesaid. In witness

of this indenture we the

parties aforesaid have put
our seals, with the seals of

Willok (Burke) the aforesaid Lord, Richard Burke, Mazier John
the Friar, Saunder Lynch, Walter Blake and Thomas Lynch, with

the seals of the obligor* Edmund Athy and Robert Lynch. Dated

1 way on the day and year above mentioned ;
and for more

credence the Common Seal of Galway is put hereto."

[Six Seals still remain attacfied to tlic original Deed : the sixth

Seal being the " Common Seal
"

of Galway, lierc shown.]
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The Connaught Bar from 1604

to 1904.

By BIGHABD J. KELLY, B.L., Vice-President.

Through their Hon. Secretary, Godfrey Fetherstonhaugh,

K.C., the Connaught Bar Society have just published what is for

them and their friends in the western province an historically

most interesting local record—the list of its members for

the past three hundred years. The list is not, and could not be

under the circumstances, absolutely correct and perfect, but it is as

complete as it is humanly possible to make.it with the materials now
at command. It is compiled from the old circuit books and other

official documents, and the History of the Circuit by Sir Oliver J.

Burke, B.L. It comprises a number of illustrious names distinc-

tive and characteristic of the five principal counties in Connaught
that constituted then as they do now, with one exception (the

King's county added on the break up of the Home Circuit), the

bailiewick and territory of that famous Circuit. Thus we find on

the list a dozen Blakes, five Bodkins, five Dalys, eleven Burkes,

four Donelans, five Frenches, six Kellys and one O'Kelly, four

Kirwans, six Lynches, ten Martyns, two Morrisses, and five

O'Haras, which are all obviously Galway names, while Mayo
apparently can lay claim to the four Bourkes, the ten Brownes,
the two Costelloes and the eight Dillons that appear on the list.

The MacDermots and the O'Conors are in force on the array to

represent Koscommon, thus we find seven of the former and

curiously enough seven of the latter names. One could in greater

detail and circumstance go through the long and varied list and

thus attempt to segregate and localize the names ;
but enough has

been said and shown to demonstrate the fact that the members

of the Society in the past, at any rate, if not so remarkably so to-

day, represented the Connaught counties and were members of the

chief families of that province. A more detailed and closer study
of the list is still more interesting. We find on the honoured roll

many illustrious men—some who gained the highest eminence in

their profession, many of whom also were otherwise and in other
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ranks of life remarkable men. The Blakes appear with the

exception of one Patrick who was County Court Judge of Fer-

managh with mere bare figures after their names, giving the dates

of their admission to the Circuit and of their deaths. Yet we find

a Sir John Blake in 1784, a John Oge Blake in 1630-1641 and

Oliver Blake in 1720. A Charles Blakeney (one of the Abbert

family) was, we find, Judge of the High Court in Queensland from

1836 to 1858. The Bodkins run back to one John Bodkin in 1727

and one Ambrose Bodkin in 1777. The present representative of

that name on the list is Matthias McDonnell Bodkin, K.C., and
Member of Parliament for Roscommon from 1892 to 1895. The
Bourkes of Mayo contribute a number of notable men. One
Arthur Browne was a Prime Sergeant from 1790 to 1805 and one
Hon. James Browne a Sergeant in 1770. There was a Peter

Brown in 1700 and one J. Blossett a K.C. and father of the Bar
from 1770 to 1839. Dominick Bourke was M.P. for and Recorder

of Galway from 1740 to 1750; and Charles Granby Burke (of

Marblehill family) was Hon. Secretary and Master of the Com-
mon Pleas. From 1839 to 1857 he was associated with the

Circuit. Sir Oliver J. Burke, one of the family who lived at

Castlehackett up to the seventeenth century and who subsequent Iv

resided at Ower near Headford, was a noted member from 1855

to 1889. He was the Historian of the Connaught Bar—his
" Anecdotes of the Connavght Circuit" being a most interesting

account of its most remarkable men, and the famous trials the\

were engaged in on the circuit. Sir Theobald Butler, who was
Solicitor General in 1688, was a Connaught man, as was St. George
Caulfield a Lord Chief Justice of Ireland in 1748. The author of

the best book on Irish County Court Practice—a text book to

this very day—John William Carleton, Q.C., was a member from

1840 to his death in 1878. There were two Concannons, one

Matthew Concannon who lived in 1730 and Henry Concannmi.

Q.C. (1840 to 1869). There were two Coneys; one Thomas from

1798 to 1819, and John Coneys from 1804 to 1806, Two well-

known Roscommon names, the Conmees appear, one, Matthew
from 1845 to 1853, and farther back another Conmee (whose
christian name is, however, not given) who was connected with

the Bar Society from 1797 to 1806. Of the two Cramptons
mentioned, Philip was Judge of the Queen's Bench from 1H34 to

1859. A George Crawford is described as Judge of the High
Court of South Australia from 1844 to 1850. The oldest Daly
was one Denis Daly of Dunsandle, who was in 1680 Judge of the
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Court of Common Pleas. There was another Denis Daly in 1775

and a Peter Daly in 1688, while Sir George Daly (1780-1792) was

a Judge of the King's Bench. Six Darcies are given of various

dates, the most famous being Patrick Darcy, (1627-1668) Chan-

cellor of the Confederation Parliament of Kilkenny. We find next

two illustrious names appear on the list, Thomas Davis,

1839-1848, and John Blake Dillon, M.P. (1843-1864), father of

John Dillon, M.P. There was a Eobert Dillon of Clonbrock in

1634, and a Thomas Dillon who has the distinction of being the

oldest name on the list. He lived in 1606. Sir James Donelan

(1620) was Judge of the Court of Common Pleas and Chief

Justice of Connaught, and Nehemiah Donelan (1680) was Chief

Baron of the Exchequer. Malachy Fallon (1827-1838) was Chair-

man of Quarter Sessions at Limerick, and Abraham Boyd Fenton

(1840-1852), Attorney General of the Gambia ;
and there at

present is another memberW. C. Townsend,B.L., in same capacity.

Francis Fitzgerald (1835-1869) who was Baron of the Exchequer

up to 1882, when he resigned ;
and Gerald Fitzgibbon, Q.C.

(1836-1857) (fatherof the present Lord Justice), who was a Master in

Chancery, were notable members. The oldest living member up to a

few days ago was Hyacinth Cheevers Golding (1855) of Carrakilleen,

near Dunmore
;
but he did not practice, and has retired, so the next

in seniority is George A. P. Kelly (1871), who is therefore the Father,

and his predecessor was George OrmeMalley, Q.C, whodiedin 1900.

Mr. Kelly is Senior Crown Prosecutor for Co. Sligo, and Circuit

Prosecutor for the Post Office. The Ex County Court Judge for

Clare, Charles Kelly, J.P., (1840-1869) of Newtown, Ballyglunin,
is on the list; along with him, we find Denis Kelly (1797-1798),
Thomas Kelly (1775) Judge of the Common Pleas, and the pre-
sent writer, embracing all of that name. William Keogh, (1841-

1851) is on the list. He was Judge of the Common Pleas from

1856-1878, and born in Galway. The Kirwans number five dating
back to one J. "Kurwaun" in 1620. We notice a Thomas Lefroy,

(1834-1857) who was County Court Judge of Down, and a Thomas
Fitzmarcus Lynch, (1630-1641) who was Eecorder of Galway. A Sir

Henry Lynch, who lived in 1670, was Baron of the Exchequer, and a

John Macan (1816-1834) Judge in Bankruptcy. Sir Eichard

MacCausland (1840-1854) was Eecorder of Singapore, and William

Torrens MacCullagh, M.P., was also a member in 1838. The late

MacDermot, P.C. and K.C., D.L., (Solicitor General, 1885;

Attorney General 1892-1895), and the present MacDermot

(his son) of the Prisons Board, along with the Eev. George
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MacDermot (the only barrister who left the Bar for the Church)
and now a priest in New York, were members. These with

MacDermot Roe in 1841 and McDermot Oge in L687 and

William MacDermot (1831-1845) Chairman of the Quarter

Sessions in Kerry, represent worthily that distinctively Connaught

name and family. Then Thomas MacNevin (1839-1842) appears ;

also Andrew Martin (1828-1835) and Richard Martin, 1688, with

the famous Richard Martin (1780-1793) of Ballinahinch, who are

enumerated with others of the same name. The latter was M.P.

for Galway, and Colonel of the Galway Volunteers. A Peter

Martyn (1660-1687) was Judge of the Common Pleas.

James Henry Monahan (1829-1847) was Chief Justice of the

Common Pleas from 1850 to 1876. His son and his grandson are

also found on the list. Two Morris's appear, one Michael Morris

(1850-1866) who was Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, Lord

Chief Justice of Ireland and Lord of Appeal, and a Peer of tin

Realm as Lord Morris and Killanin. His youngest and brilliant

son Redmond Morris, B.L., joined the Circuit in 1902, and un-

happily died universally regretted in that same year. One Robert

Johnstone (1798-1802), who was a Justice of the Common Pleas,

who was tried for a criminal libel in England, and although not

sentenced, convicted, and forced to retire from the Bench—was a

Connaught man. Richard Keating who was Judge in the Com-
mon Pleas finds his place on the record (1814-1840), as well as

John Keatinge (16(50), a Chief Justice of the Common Pleas from

1679-1789. Strange these eminent Judges are the only ones of

the name on the roll. There is no Connaught man among the 1 riafa

Judiciary to day, and only one among the County Court Judges,

(William Seymour Bird, K.C.) ; but one is a Judge in India.

(Henry C. Richards, K.C.) There was only one Trench, the late

Frederick le Poer Trench, Q.C., and a Land Sub Commissioner,
and one Taylor, the late John F. Taylor, Q.C., a clever and capable
writer. There were two Stritches—father and son—the last being
the late John Russell Stritch, K.C. There was one Ruttlrdge the

late David Watson Ruttledge of Barbersfort, one Persse (Richard

D.) 1859-1879 and who was the last Recorder of Galway town,

.lames Whiteside who was Lord Chief Justice was a member also.
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The de Burgo Clans of Qalway
H. T. KNOX.

In a former paper I noted that this subject needs further

research (Vol. I. p. 130). For reasons given in an article on the

Occupation of Connaught by the Anglo-Normans in the Journal of
the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, I feel sure that Mac
Seonin, Mac Philpin, Mac Gibbon, Mac Tibbot of the Crich, and

Mac Meyler of the Neale descended from Sir William's brothers

John and Philip Mac Tibbot's castle in the townland of Creevagh
near Ballinrobe was called the Castle of the Crich. The references

to the Burke Clans in the Great Book of Genealogies show how
Mac Firbis put together notes without much editing, for what

they were worth, as he observes of his alternative pedigrees of

Mac Hubert of Isert-kelly,
" Either or both of these is false."

After dealing with the descendants of Edmond Albanach he

informs us that " Brothers of Edmond Albanach were Seonin from

whom are the Clann Sheonin ; Tiopoid from whom are the Sliocht

mec Tiopoid na Criche and Maoilir from whom are the Clann

Mhaoilir na hElle
;
and Pilbin from whom are the Clann Philbin,

and Pilbin had a son Giubiin from whom are the Clann Giubiin of

Umhall." He then gives the pedigrees of Mac Philbin and of

Mac Philbin of Castlebarry, the latter agreeing with O'Clery's

pedigree, and of two branches of Clann Philbin. Next he gives

the descent of the Sliocht Mec Tioboid from Meyler son of Tioboid

sou of Henry son of Pilbin, and of the Muinter na Criche from

another son of Tioboid, ignoring the name of Clann Mhaoilir and

the fact that he has already asserted that these clans come from

two sons of William Liath. The name of Theobald's son from

whom came the Muintir na Criche is illegible. It is likely that

the second line is that of Mac Tibbot and the first from Meyler
that of Clan Meyler of the Neale. The whole shows that these

early pedigrees must be taken with great caution.

The Genealogists make Eichard Og, the first who is called

Upper MacWilliam or MacWilliam of Clanricard in the Annals, to

be a son of Ulick of Annaghkeen, whose name never appears in the

Annals with the description
" of Annaghkeen." Contemporary

with him was Ulick or William of Umhall. Mac Firbis distin-

guishes them clearly. Ulick of Annaghkeen's existence may be
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proved by an entry in the English records which I have seen

quoted as an entry of the year 1324. I have not seen an exact

reference to the entry, and therefore cannot verify the words

Ulick of Annaghkeen. Ulick of Umhall's existence is proved by
the Inquisition of 1333 (Journal of U.S. A. I., Vol. xxxiii. p. 58),

and by the entry of his son's death in the Annals. A William son

of William de Burgo and a William son of Richard de Burgo, were

alive in 1325 (Rot. Pat. et Clam. Cancell. Hib. Calciularium, 18

Ed. II. Close. Nos. 148 and 187). A Richard and his son William

were jurors in one of the Inquisitions of 1333. The Registry of

the Dominican Friary of Athenry as given in de Burgo's Hibernia

Dominicana mentions the death of Ulick of Annaghkeen in 1353.

He cannot be the Ulick son of Richard son of William Liath who
died in 1343. Richard an Forbair alias Urmumhan has been put
in the wrong place because the death of his son Ulick is noted and

the death of Ulick of Annaghkeen is not noted in the Annals.

The latter seems to have taken no active part in the wars of his

time, to have accepted his brother Bdmond's supremacy quietly,

and to have given no occasion for mention.

The " Sons of Ulick
"
were men of importance in the middle

of the fourteenth century, as appears from the following notices in

the Annals.

In the Annals of Loch Ce :
—

1343. Ulick son of Richard son of William Liath, the greatest of all the

foreign youths in Ireland in bounty and prowess, quievit.
1352. Dabac Dilmhain son of Ulick of Umhall, head of the Kernes of

Connacht, died.

1355. Edmond son of William son of Richard, was slain by the Sil

Anmchadha.
1359. Henry sou of Ulick son of Richard mortuus est.

1372. William son of Ulick, head of the gaiety of all Erinn, quievit.

(William Og in Annals of Ulster.)

1377. Tibbot son of Ulick, head of the great band of Kernes, was slain.

In the Annals of the Four Masters :
—

L866. Note—William son of Richard the Parson of Loughroa son of

William was killed by the Clanricards in the monastery of Cong.
1370. William Dond son of Ulick died.

1407. John Hallagb ion <>f Mac Henry was slain.

In the Annals of Clonmacnoise :—
1396. David Mc Theobald McUlick diod.f

Th<> not«- nndtt thin year in the Annals of the Four Masters shows a record known
to R. O'Flaherty noting that Melaghlin O'Malloy and a son of Theobald <>f tht> EoiM
were drowned at Aran with a ship load of men when they went to plunder () Flaherty
in Conniaicne, and suggests a connection hetween Theobald of the Kerne's son and
Umhall. This son was probably David.
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The entries show the opportunities for confusing persons.

These were sons of Ulick of Umhall or of Ulick of Annaghkeen, or

of a third Ulick or William. Ulick came into use in the 14th

century but was used at first as an alternative of William and was

regularly Latinized Willelmus or Gulielmus or left as Ulicus. Sir

William is never called Ulick.

The translation of Dilmhain in the footnote in the Annals of

Loch Ce and in the Annals of Ulster is misleading. The compiler
of the Annals of Ulster understood it to mean Dillon. It seems to

me that Dilmhain is the adjective meaning Meet or Proper

(O'Reilly's Dictionary) and is a nickname. William or Ulick of

Umhall was a de Burgo without doubt. The command of the

Kerne connects this David with Theobald and they may be taken

to be brothers.

The division of Connaught and Thomond places the land of

Clan Henry in the barony of Dunkellin and names among the

gentlemen and their castles % :
—

Hubert Mc Edmund McUllig Cloghestokin.
Richard Mc Ullig Saeffyne.

Ullig Laragh Mc Edmund and his brethren Gortenemakyn.
Shane Mc Edmund Mc Ullig Row.

Shane Reowgh Cragymulgreny
Shane fitz John Burke Manen
Edmund Mc Ullig' s sonnes Cahergeale.

The composition of Clanricard in 1585 states that Pobbill

Clanhenry of the east comprised 28 quarters. The Mac Henry
Burkes were at Gortnamackan (Rib. Dom. p. 222). This castle is

not marked on the 1 inch O.S. map, but it should be in that town-

land in the part of the parish of Kilchrist which is in Dunkellin

barony. Cahergal also should be in that townland of Killogilleen

parish. Creggymulgreny is now shortened to Cregg castle. These

form a group in the east of the barony. Mac Ulick seems to have

been used as a surname among them. I take them to be descen-

dants of the Henry Mac Ulick who died in 1359. But the sur-

name or title of the Clan may have been Mac Henry.
Mac Firbis giving the pedigree of the Earls of Clanricard in

the Great Book of Genealogies says that Richard an Forbair had

three brothers, Walter, Henry, and Ulick of Umhall, from who
came Clann Henry, Clann Walter, and Sliocht Mec Thomas.

Unfortunately this clear statement is not trustworthy. For reasons

already given such statements need support from the Annals. It

X Journal, Vol. I. p. 113.
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is evident on the face of his Book that Mac Firbis had v. r\ little

information about the Galway Burkes. Then' weretwo MarWalters

of Clare and of Corcamoe. O'Farrell gives Mac Walter of Luaeli

(Lecach?) descended from Richardson of William Liath(0'Flali» 1 1

j
i,

West Conmuujlit, Sardinian's Ed. p. 242). This may be Mac
Walter of Ballinduff. The only reference I can find in the Annals

to sons of a Walter of this period is a quotation from Mac Firbis's

Annals in a note under the year 1371 of the Annals of tlic Fom
Masters, which records the death of Hubert and David sons of

Walter Og, son of Richard, but these names suggest Clan David.

Mac Firbis gives two pedigrees of Sliocht Ulick of Umall.

Here Mac Thomas is Walter. SUocht Mec
Thomas would be a tribe name of the family

of Mac Walter of Ballinduff. Mac Firbis

gives no indication of what families he meant

by Clann Walter or Clann Henry. The

composition of Clanricard gives in the barony
of Clare the land of William Mac Thomas's

Sept as 17 qrs. It seems that William i>

the son of Mac Walter, Thomas Mac Henry,
of 1574. Sliocht Mec Thomas may have

been the name of the descendants of thai

later Thomas in use in the 17th century.
The

Ulick of Umall.

1

Meyler.
I

William.

Richard.

I

Edmond.

Theobald.

I

William.

r

Thomas.
I

Walter.

Richard.

Meyler.

Johnac.

Henry.

Meyler.
later Thomas in use

No Mae Thomas appears as a surname among the Burkes.

Pita Thomases of Ballinderry and Derrymaclaghtna and Bellanea

castles in 1574 were of the Derrymaclaghtna family, descended

from Ulick Ruadh, Mac William Oughter.
Sir Walter, son of Sir William Liath, seems to have left no

-« »n^ but two daughters. That Sir William had a son Henry is u< >t

to be affirmed or denied, but there is no mention of such a Henry
and there is mention <>l ;i I lenry son of Ulick son of Richard.

Meyler son of Ulick of Umall will do for the ancestor of the

Mar Meylersof Umall, and Theobald of the Kerne will do for an

ancestor of Mac Tibbot of Umall. That Theobald's son i^ M
ated with 0' Mai ley of Umall. These elans were very weak and

have been confused with those ol the same name in the barony of

Kilmaine. Mac Firbis under the heading Muintir na Oriohe glvoa

a note of
" David Henry and William Gaocli three sous ol Thomas

Bttldhe who built the castle of Magh Obhair," but there is nothing

to show who Thomas Btlidhe was. This is a detached note. Be

was probably of the Umall family.

Besides these septs that of Mac William Duinn had 18 qrs. in
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the barony of Dunkellin, whose head lived in the Castle of Tober-

brickan 1574. We may presume that William Dond son of Ulick

who died in 1370 is their ancestor. As there is but two year's

difference it is very probable that he is the William of the Annals

of Loch Ce and of Ulster 1372.

From Ulick of Umall five septs seem to have sprung, Clann

Henry whose chief would be Mac Henry or Mac Ulick, Sliocht

Mec Thomas whose chief was Mac Walter of Ballinduff, Mac Wil-

liam Duinn's sept of Toberbrickan, and those of Mac Tibbott and

Mac Meyler of Umhall.

Mac Firbis derives the Mac Eedmonds of Clare barony from

a son of Ulick of Annaghkeen. There is no other evidence of the

existence of such a Eedmond.

The Eegistry of the Dominican House of Athenry throws

much light on this subject. Mr. M. J. Blake has described this

document and given much of it in his article on Athenry Abbey

(Journal, Vol. II. p. 65), and has shown where certain obits in the

British Museum copy differ from the obits given in de Burgo's
Hibernia Dominicana. The Eegistry includes a description of the

places in which certain persons were buried. De Burgo's extract

which I will call D.B., differs slightly from the Museum copy,

which I will call B.M. De Burgo says that he gives an exact

transcript of the copy made and certified in 1619. Considering
the variations it must be doubted whether B.M. is an exact copy
or not. If, as is suggested, B.M. was made for Sir James Ware it

may not be an exact and full copy, but may omit obits not thought

necessary for his purposes. On the face of it the original was

illegible in one or two places when B.M. was made. I now give
a translation of the parts of D.B. which concern the present sub-

ject, and will afterwards note how B.M. differs.

"V. Lord Thomas de Burgo son of Lord Richard Red Earl of Ulster

much loved ihe Order and the Brothers, so much so that he used often to

pray God before the Brothers that He would never snatch him from this

life until, God granting it, he should bear the dress of the Order of Friars

Preachers, who, having met his death in the year 1316
(i) is buried in the

Dress of the Brothers, as he so often prayed, in the House of Brothers
of the Town of Athenry, in the Northern Part near the Wall, by whom
lie various Noblemen—Item, William Prendergast and Maurice Prender-

gast, Captain of the Nation of Clanmorris.

Item. Grey William de Burgo and Pinola Nyn J Brian Rony (2) his

wife were great Friends of the Convent and gave the Brothers more than
one Hundred Marks for the Work of the Front of the Church, and for

their living (3). And gave them the tithes of all their Granges and their

Burial, because before this the Burial of the de Burgos was accustomed
to be made in the Monastery of Canons of Athassel. Thus the Lord
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enlarged our Choir by the Space of Twenty Feet, and they are buried in

the Presbytery in the Rank of Deacon.

Item. Between the Wall of the Monastery and the Place of the Pulpit
where the Gospel is read, lies John MacSeonag (4) son of Ulick Annagh-
keen (

5
)
son of Grey William de Burgo. Also in the same plaoe Um

Redmund de Burgo son of Thomas MacWalter, and of Maria Hy Madigan,
with which persons lie the three (6) sous of Richard son of the aforesaid

John, whose names are these, Redmund, Thomas, and another Thomas.
Item. Among whom lie William MacUlick, and his son Redmund.

Item. All those lie in the Rank of Deacon up to the Presbytery.
Item. Grey William de Burgo lies in the Presbytery, and his son

Walter, and William (7), and Rickard Og Burke, among whom lies Red-

mund de Burgo with his Sons, and Daughters, with whom lies the Son
of William Brondi (8), and so all those lie from Wall to Wall and divers

others whose names are in the Book of Life.

Item. Between the Horn of the Altar and the Piscina lies MacMoyler
Duff between the Pinnacle of the Church and the feet of Lord William.

Item. Between the Head of Grey Lord William and the Door of the

Sacristy lies Henry de Burgo with his Progeny, beside whom lies his son

Edmund, beside which persons lies John Ballagh and divers others of the

same Race.

Item. Beween the aforesaid persons and the Tomb of Moyler (i.e. Milo)
the Great de Bermingham lie John de Bermingham and his son John.

Item. On the other side between Tomb and Wall lies Lord Thomas

O'Kelly Bishop of Clonfert who made the Vault on the North Side near

the Greater Altar, and had bones (9) brought to the said Vault (10) and

conferred many things on the Brothers.

Item. At their Heads lies MacRickard (11) who was drowned between

Cargin and Acryn (12), beside whom lie divers of his race (13)."

B.M. differs in the following points :
— 1. Omits the date. 2.

B.M. has "Finola inyn ybryan Ruay." which means the same

tiling, Finnghualaingene Briain Ruaidh. 3. B.M. has Vitrum.G lass.

D.B.'s Vitam evidently a misprint. 4. B.M. has " John Mac Seonac

Burg." 5. B.M. has " Willie vyll
"

instead of

Ulic Annaghkeen. It is evident that the word after Willie was

illegible
and that the copyist put what he thought lie deciphered.

6. B.M. omits three. 7. A blank instead of William. 8. Brondi

according to note in D.B. means " subfusci coloris." Therefore it

seems to be Irish and as such it may be a mistake for Dond. I do

not find Brond or Bronn with such meaning in 0'Stilly't Diction-

ary. \). B.M. adds "of his father
"

after bones. 10. B.M. omits

all after " said vault" and adds this para.
" Near him lie Gilbert

de Vale and his wife and Philip de Yale and

his sons and daughters and others whose names air in the Book

of Life." 11. B.M. gives
u Ulick Mac Rickard." See Four M;i

A.D. 1401. 12. A blank instead of Acryn. 13. B.M. adds " In

the choir before the superior's seat lie the Muinti brudar."
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Among the additional oblits in B.M. are " Edmond son of

Remon son of Thomas who built the castle of Carafinne 1452t

Richard son of Richard son of Thomas 1464," where the first

"son of Thomas" was originally left a blank, and
"

fi Thomse "
has

been inserted. In D.B. it is only
" Edmund de Bingo son of Red-

mund flavus." D.B. has considerably more oblits than B.M.

We know not wThen or by whom B.M. was made. We have

the author's assurance that he took D.B. word for word from the

certified copy. It carries more weight therefore than B.M. Still

B.M. deserves good credit because it does not contradict but rather

supplements D.B. and is generally identical with it.

Turning now to the substance of the Registry we find that

the obits of D.B. give the pedigree of the 1st Earl of Clanricard

correctly up to Grey William if UJick of Annaghkeen is his son,

but if that Ulick is a son of Richard an Forbair one generation is

omitted. What D.B. gives as Ulic Anaghkeen the writer of

B.M. took to be a remnant of Willie Owyll or some such form of

Umhaill. But what he took for an original Owyll may have been

an original Annaghkeen in some form. This is not very likely

however and the whole group of Burkes in that " Item
"
seems to

be made up of descendants of that Ulick son of William Liath.

It seems to me to be a case of wrong identification of that Ulick

of Umall. The one apparent contradiction between D.B. and B.M.

is in the description of this Ulick, which needs to be accounted

for. We may be sure that the tombs of these 14th century de

Burgos did not bear their descriptions such as Annaghkeen or

Grey, and that when this notice of the tombs was drawn up these

distinctions were added. Further it is to be noticed that of all

these Burkes there is not one, except possibly Ulick Annaghkeen,
who is of the line of the Upper Mac Williams. This suggests that

the Mac Williams had their tombs somewhat apart, as in a

separate chapel, for all those described were in some part of the

choir. In calling Ulick of Umall a son of Sir William Mac Firbis's

older authorities were followed, or he followed this Registry. On
the other hand, in as much as we have good evidence that Ulick

of Umall and Ulick of Annaghkeen were not one person, and as

we have the date 1353 assigned as the date of the latter's death,
I can see no reason why we should assume that the compilers of

the lists of obits did not know what they were about and made an

imaginative entry of Ulick of Annaghkeen' s death in 1353. If we

accept this entry as accurate it follows that the Ulick who died

in 1343 was Ulick of Umall.
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Sir William's wife was according to D.M. and D.B. a daughter
of Brian Ruadh and this I think is correct. How Mac Jordan

came into Lodge's pedigree I do not understand. We may take

it as certain that no Jordan de Exeter called his son Brian in the

13th century when Sir William's wife must have been born. It

is evident that Finola was an Irishwoman, and I think that we

may discard Mac Jordan. There was a Brian Ruadh O'Briain at

this time who was set up by Thomas de Clare as King of Thomond,
but was murdered by his ally after their defeat in 1277. There

was a close family connection between de Burgos and O'Briens

since William Conqueror married King Donnell's daughter. Rich-

ard's daughter Aleys married a Muircheartach O'Briain (Sweet-

man, Calendar of Documents, Ireland, I. p. 885).

A Ballybroder castle is to the East of Loughrea where the

Muintir Brudar should have lived, but I do not know who they
were.

Qalway Printing.

I have recently been presented by my friend Mr. James
Collins, an ardent Irish book collector, with a very rare specimen
nt (i;ilw;iy printing. The title is "The Most Admirable and Delight-

ful History of the Achievements of Don Quixote de Mancha." It is

a 24 mo., bound in old sheep, much eaten by moths or bookworms.

It is called the 26th Edition, and was "printed by G. Conolly, Book-

seller and Stationer, High Street." There is unfortunately, no

date to it, but judging from the type and paper I do not think one

would be far out to attribute its production to the year 1804. Of

course, it may be earlier or later, but I have two specimens of G.

Connolly's press both dated 1804, and 1 have seen one dated 1803.

However, it is also true that a Geo. Conolly was a printer in

Qalway so late as 1824, presumably the same person. This little

ohapbook (for such it really is) contains 180 pp.
E. R. McC. Dix.
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Proceedings and Notes.
A General Meeting of the Society took place in the Town Hall,

Galway, on Tuesday, 6th December, 1904. In the absence of the President,

Mr. R. J. Kelly (Vice-President) took the chair.

The following Members were present : —Mr. P. J. Boland, Mr. J. S. Carter,

Mr. J. C. Conroy, Dr. T. B. Costello, Hon. R. E. Dillon (Vice-President), Mr.

T. Dillon, Mr. A. Eraut, Mr. T. D. Lawson (Hon. Treasurer), Mr. H. McCoy,
Mr. J. McDonnell, Col. J. P. Nolan, Mr. P. O'Gorman, Mr. C. C. Ormsby,
Mr. J. Perry, Miss M. Redington (Hon. Sec), Mr. R. W. Simmons, Mr. W.
F. Trench (Editor), Mr. W. S. Waithman. There were also visitors present.

The following new Members were elected :
—Mr. E. R. McC. Dix, Mr. S.

Faller, Mr. P. S. Golding, Rev. J. Kelly, Dr. J. St.-L. Kirwan.

The Officers and Members of the Executive Committee were re-elected to

serve for 1905, viz. :
—President, Most Rev. John Healy, d.d.; Vice-Presidents,

Hon. R. E. Dillon, R. J. Kelly, Lord Killanin
; Editor, W. F. Trench;

Treasurer, T. D. Lawson; Hon. Sec, Miss M. Redington; Executive Com-

mittee, the Officers of the Society, and T. B. Costello, A. Eraut, Monsignor

Fahey, C. L. Falkiner, J. A. Glynn, Col. Nolan, W. S. Waithman.
The question of the re-erection of the old Browne Doorway was discussed,

and the following resolution, proposed by Dr. Costello and seconded by Col.

Nolan, was passed :

" That a grant of £5 out of the funds of the Society be

allocated towards the erection of the old Browne Doorway in the town of

Galway, conditional on the Urban Council paying the balance of the sum

necessary for its erection, and taking over the custody of the monument when
erected." The following resolution was also passed:

" That a Committee of

this Society be nominated consisting of Messrs. Trench, Lawson, and Waith-

man, to confer with the Urban Council on the question and carry out the

details ;
and that Mr. Lawson be requested to communicate with the Secre-

tary of the Urban Council."

The Society's reproduction of the Map of Galway in 1650, which was now

complete, was exhibited, and the Hon. R. Dillon proposed and Col. Nolan
seconded a vote of thanks to the Editor for his successful efforts to produce
this valuable work.

The Hon. Treasurer, Mr. T. D. Lawson, then read a paper on Aran, after

which Mr. Perry suggested that Members might do good work by looking up
the meaning of place names in the County.

Mr. T. Dillon read a paper on the "
Claddagh

"
ring, with regard to which

Mr. Eraut made some observations. Mr. Dillon exhibited several varieties of

rings of "
Claddagh

"
design.

A paper by Mr. H. T. Knox on " The Expansion of Two Royal Tribes of

Connaught
" was also contributed to the meeting.

Several objects of interest lent for the purpose by Mr. R. Day, of Cork,
were exhibited : and Dr. Costello showed some photographs of domestic

implements of the Tuam district now no longer in use.

The proceedings then terminated.

The Browne Doorway, which is a good example of Renaissance work
and of domestic architecture in seventeenth-century Galway, is, as we go to

press, about to be re-erected as an entrance to Eyre Square. The Urban
District Council and the County Council took the matter up, at the solicita-
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tion of the Galway Archaeological and Historical Society, the Society under-

taking to contribute towards the cost of the work. We give here an illustration.

from a photograph lent by Mr. Simmons (photographer) for reproductiim,

bowing the doorway as it was within the memory <>f many of the older in-

habitants of (lalway, before the demolition of the ruin- in Abbeygate Bl

where it was situated. In the neglected condition in which it has lain sine.

the demolition, some fragments have been lost, including transom of window.
Phis was the doorway of the house of M \kiin BBOWHS, whose name ai

on the window base over the Browne Arms. The name of his wife, Mum
l.iscii, appears over the arms of Lynch impaling (oddly enough) some other

family. Beneath these is I.H.S. and the date 1627. On reference to the
Pictorial Map, reproduced by the Society, it will be seen that this house is

shown i from the back) therein, a small d marking its position and referring us

to the Index ("Hospitium & Aedificia Martini Brouno Ciuis &c"). Lower
Abbeygate Street, it will also be seen, was called Skinners' Street or Glovers'

Street ("Platea coriariorum v. Skiners aut glouers street"), while Upper
Abbeygate Street was called Littlegate Street.

Notes on the Dioceses of Tuam, Killala, and Achonry. Mr. II

T. Knox, the author of this work, is well known to us as a most industrious

worker at historical records. This volume is modestly entitled "Notes" on
these Dioceses, the object of it being "to show how they assumed their

present form and who worked them in early days
"

: and in truth the title

"Notes" describes the work fairly well; for it consists in part of materials drawn
direct by the author from old MSS., in part of items which could be found in

other published works,but are now collected; and in part it represents the product
of the author's reflections. The whole could almost be recast into the form
of a history of the Dioceses : while as it stands it is a valuable and important
collection of historical material. Sometimes the subject matter of a section

is one that has often been written upon before, as for instance, "St. Patrick's
work in Connaught," or "Enda of Aran ;" sometimes it is principally Erath

information, as in the sections on "See Lands" or "Bodkin's Visitation." An
important section is on "The Monastic Orders in these Dioceses." The

greater part of the book is taken up with the Diocese of Tuam ; the Diocese
of Achonry occupying only a few pages. The work is furnish. <1 with a Map
and Index. (Hodget Figgis it Co., Dublin. 10s. 6d. net).

Blake Family Records. We reviewed in eai In r issues the important
volume of Blake

Efamily Kecords(First Series) so ably edited by Mr. Martin .1.

Blake,and now a Second Part is to appear (Elliot Stock, subscription prie.
in 1 1, which will consist of "A Calendar of Documents relating to the Family
during the Sixteenth Century." 208 deeds will he dealt with, most of then
being accompanied by full explanatory notes; many of them are of consider-
able importance in local and family history, while some illustrate

history
m

wider aspects. In our notice of the First Series, we said that its only lack

was an Index : and this want is now to be supplied, as this Second I'artisto
(Mti tain a copious Index to the First Series.

#cto #tcmbcr».
Dix, B. R. McC; 17 Kildare Street, Dublin.

Faller, S.; William Street, Galway.
Goidmg, P. S.; I'.allinasloo.

Kelly, Kev. J.; Milltown, Tuam.
Kirwan, Dr. J. St.-L.; Ballinasloe.

Gnnotonies for (Election at nest ittcctimi.

MiiDonagh, Martin ; Flood Street, Galway.
Martin. Thomas; Flood Street, Galway.
MiDonnell, .1. ('.; Dmninirk Street, Galway.
Oranmore and Browne, Lord, d.l.; Castle Macgarrott, Claremorris.
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SANITARY ENGINEER,
. . AND . .

GENERAL CONTRACTOR.
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ESTIMATES furnished for Internal Household

Plumbing:—including Baths, W.C.'s, Wash Basins,

Domestic Hot Water Circulation and Kitchen Ranges,

fitted up in every manner consistent with the most recent,

and improved Modern Principles.

ELECTRIC BELLS (a Speciality)—

Accessories always kept in Stock.

ACETYLENE GAS INSTALATIONS

Estimated for, and all information

relative to same, furnished on ap-

plication.

17 Dominick St., GALWAY.
Telegrams:—" Macdonald, Plumber, Galway.



MAKERS OF THE CLADDACH RINC,

Z. SbiUon & &ond,
GALWAY & ATHLONE.

ESTABLISHED IN IRELAND, 1750.

JOSEPH DILLON, Silversmith,Waterford, established 1750, registered his name
in the Goldsmiths' Hall, Dublin, in obedience to an Act passed in the Criah

Parliament, namely, that all Silversmiths in Ireland, should so record their
names in the year 1784.

Messrs. T. DILLON & SONS had the distinguished honour of making, by com-

mand, a Claddagh Ring for Her late Majesty, Queen Victoria, this boing the

only ring ever made for Her Majesty in Ireland.

ALL OUR RINGS ARE STAMPED
j

r.o.
|

PUBLIC NOTICE.

Important to Housekeepers.
5UBSCRIBER desires to intimate that he is constantly supplied with every

variety of

DRAWING-ROOM, DINING-ROOM and BED-ROOM FURNITURE.
All direct from the best Manufacturers.

The Largest Stock in the West of Ireland. Special Value in Overmantels,

Carpets, Hearth Rugs, Linoleums and Stair Cloths. Rare Antique Furniture,
viz.:—Mahogany and Rosewood Sideboards and Cabinets, valuable Grandfathtt

Clocks, Old Sheffield Plated Ware, Oil Paintings, Cromos and I

only house in town for old Irish-made Rin^s, Spanish Rosary 1 very old

Claddagh Rings. Private Sales daily from 10 a.m. to f> p.m., at the

CENTRAL SALEROOMS, St. AUGUSTINE
WO minutes walk from Shop St.)

V AUCTION MART—
The Ball-room, O'BRIENS HOTEL, Eyre Square.

Auctions held Monthly. Out Auctions conducted promptly.
Valuations made for Probate and other purposes.

P. CORCORAN, ^VaT^
Abbeygate St. and The Mart, 8t. Augustine St., Gal v.
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COALS. COALS.

Important to the Public.

Messrs. BEHAN
Beg to inform the Public generally that they

have been appointed

Sole Agents in the West of Ireland

For the Sale of the Celebrated

WHITEHAVEN COALS
Which they will be prepared to dispose of at their

STORES in MIDDLE STREET
At the Lowest possible Price.

These Coals are received by the Agent direct from

the Colliery, of which the Whitehaven Company are

Sole Lessees, and therefore, are in a position to dispose

of their Coals without compelling Purchasers to pay

Middlemans' Profits.
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MEDICAL HALL, GALWAY.
F=

Prescriptions carefully compounded with Pure Drugs.

A Large Variety of Patent Medicines always in Stock.

LOUGH CORRIB.

The ss. "CLIODHNA"
Plies to MAAM and other Ports.

BEST • WAY • INTO • CONNEJVIARfl.
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR EXCURSION PARTIES.

For Days and Hours of Sailing, Fares, &c, apply
to Martin Burke, Secretary, Gas Office, Gahvay.
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££pAoZstery and ®

@ (Sahinet J^aHing
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f
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u
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&

i, Presentation Road, GALWAY.

(Window Blir\ds a Speciality. Estimates JVe^.
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Gent's Size.

JEWELLERY <& SILVER PLATE
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, and

CONNEMARA MARBLE GOODS
IN GREAT VARIETY

QCC PAI I CD'Q QTflOI^ JEWELLER and Maker of theOLE rMLLLIl O O I UUIV Galway Claddagh Ring,

QALWAY & BALLINASLOE.

THE STATIONERY MANUFACTURING Go.,

PRINTINGHOUSE, GALWAY.

BOOKSELLERS,
Wholesale & Retail Stationers.

ACCOUNT BOOK, ENVELOPE & PAPER BAG MAKERS.

Plates engraved for Visiting Cards & 50 Cards printed for 1/6.

Note Paper printed or stamped in relief at 1/6 per ream.

In-Memoriam Cards, Ball Programme Cards, Invitation

Wedding Cards, &c, turned out in the most

up-to-date manner.
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MERCHANT TAILOR,

• 1THJU1M, And WAREHOUSEMAN.

Bglinton Buildings, GALWAY.

Specialities :
—Qalway Hand-Spun Tweeds,

Galway Handspun Nap Flannels.

The Celebrated Claddagh Cl<>

Genuine Old -made Bawneen Flannel in Cream.

Tailoring for Gentlemen, Dressmaking for Ladies.

Agent for the u K " Boots and Shoes. . . .

. . Agent for the SUNBEAM CYCLES.

A. MOON holds the largest Stock of Irish -made Goods in

the Provinces which he strongly recommends.
Telegrams:—"Moon, Gdlirnij."

N.B.—When communicating with Advertiser i

mention the |ournal of the (Baliuau ^rrbiroloniral

an& "Sistorical £>omtg.

< juiioes ron Advertisements.—Page 15s. Half-page 8s. Quarter-page 5s.

Applications for spaces in next issue (Doccmbcr, 1905) to scd to

Stationery Co., Printinohoube, Galway.






